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Chapter 1451 - Paradise 

This daoist definitely wasn’t human, even though he was in human form, he was too short, less than a 

foot tall. Moreover, the most important thing was that his body was a golden color. 

Ecliptic Immortal Gold! 

He was also a creature formed from Immortal Gold, just that he was even more powerful, impossible to 

estimate just how profound his cultivation was, but he definitely stood at the peak of immortal dao. 

The daoist had an old-fashioned daoist robe, golden pupils, thin hair and a beard. He was extremely old, 

even though he was an immortal creature, his body wasn’t that different from flesh and blood, difficult 

to differentiate unless one looked carefully. 

Shi Hao was moved, his soul trembling, body even more so about to break apart. Even though he only 

glanced at it a few times, it was still extremely difficult for him to endure that type of great pressure. 

It was clear that if anyone else came, they would long be shivering, bowing down, unable to resist this 

might at all. 

This old daoist sat in the ruined chariot that was less than a foot in length. He was small, yet possessed 

unmatched awe. Primal chaos pervaded the air, specks of light flickering about, as if he was sitting at the 

center of the universe, just the slightest movement could reestablish heaven and earth! 

This really was too terrifying. This level of creature shouldn’t exist in this world at all. This defied normal 

reasoning! 

Shi Hao really didn’t have any way to continuously examine this person, or else there would be huge 

problems. His body would explode, turn into a blast of bloody mist. This was unmatched power! 

He could only look towards his surroundings. The stars there were extremely small, but they were just 

that real. The more he looked at them, the more it made his body tremble. Suddenly, they became 

larger, becoming a boundless star system. 

Then, Shi Hao felt a wave of pressure. Great stars swirled about one after another, releasing rumbling 

sounds, crushing the ancient universe until it trembled in response. 

Later on, Shi Hao was shaken, to the extent where he was horrified. It was because he heard shouts of 

killing. 

There were countless creatures roaring on those stars, massive armies fighting each other, with no lack 

of Heavenly Deity, Void Dao, Self Release, and Supreme Being level creatures. 

Every single star was like this. Meanwhile, all of these stars surrounded this old daoist as they moved. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao’s body went rigid, not moving at all. It was because after he observed those stars, he would 

occasionally glance over at the elder as well, noticing that the old daoist also became different. 



The old daoist was no longer short, but instead too massive, grand, towering between heaven and earth 

wasn’t even enough to describe this. He was currently sitting at the center of the entire ancient cosmos. 

His body was just that terrifying, difficult to see the end. Countless starry rivers and even endless great 

stars swirled about. However, compared to even the hair on the old daoist’s body, they couldn’t be 

considered much. n/(𝐨)-𝐯-.𝑬)(𝑳)-𝗯./I/)n 

The old daoist’s entire body already couldn’t be seen, because every part of it was endlessly large, even 

more vast than a starry sky. 

Shi Hao was stunned. This was unimaginable, the massive body was extremely blurry. While sitting in 

the ancient cosmos, it filled the entire heavenly dome, horrifying to the extreme. 

No matter what kind of creature it was who saw him, they would all bow down, kowtow before him! 

After an unknown amount of time had passed, Shi Hao’s eyes were in intense pain, even his soul about 

to collapse, and only then did he shift his gaze with difficulty. Meanwhile, the boundless scene also 

disappeared. 

Staring at those stars could actually produce this type of reaction! 

After he calmed himself down, he discovered that there was still only that tattered carriage before him, 

seated within was an extremely short old daoist, releasing chaotic energy and many small stars. 

Only, at this moment, Shi Hao no longer felt that he was short, instead feeling like if he displayed a 

magical projection, it would fill up the entire world, he would become an incomparably massive body 

within an ancient universe. 

This was a formidable great figure. Shi Hao reached this conclusion even without needing to think that 

much. 

He felt that this person was at the very least be a well-known figure among immortal dao figures. He 

might very well be... an Immortal King! 

Otherwise, how could he accomplish all of this? 

Of course, these were still all only his suspicions. 

This place was too strange. 

A tattered bull carriage previously took an old daoist here. In the end, they withered away, falling here. 

The old daoist should have died, because he lacked life force, but he still had that type of majesticness 

and awe. This was enough to prove how terrifying and powerful he was. 

“Even someone this powerful died?” Shi Hao said, rather moved. 

To slaughter his way out of encirclement and enter this place meant that at that time, they were still 

alive. However, they still died in the end, so one could see just how serious the injuries were. 

Otherwise, a single thought from existences on that level would regenerate the flesh. 



If not for being wounded by an unmatched being, damaging their source, primordial spirit withering 

away, they definitely had a chance of reviving. 

Shi Hao glanced backwards. That golden bull was in pieces, originally already stepping into the immortal 

dao domain, yet still met such a sorrowful end, making one sigh. 

As for this old daoist, what kind of status did he have? According to the bits of Immortal Ancient secret 

history Shi Hao knew this far, there was not a trace of a clue, to the extent where he couldn’t even say if 

this was a creature from Immortal Ancient Great Era. 

“Does this touch upon a battle on Anlan and Shutuo’s, this kind of level?” Shi Hao said softly. 

He took a few steps back, because standing here made him feel extremely uncomfortable. He felt like he 

was suffocating even if he didn’t look at the old daoist, and as long as he gave him a few looks, there 

would be danger of his body exploding. 

That immortal flame silently surrounded the old daoist. 

Only, it was extremely prudent and careful, not as easy-going as the past, as if it might rouse awake a 

prehistoric sleeping giant beast! 

This was precisely the reason why only with that flame blocking in front, did Shi Hao feel a bit of relief. 

He wanted to know how the old daoist died, where his fatal injury was. 

The old daoist had quite a bit of blood on his body, some cracks, but the ultimate blow that ended his 

life was behind his head. This was something Shi Hao discovered from a hurried glance. 

He already walked to the side, wishing to see that small hole behind the old daoist. As a result, he 

unexpectedly discovered that there was a bloody hole in the back of his head, currently releasing golden 

blood. The inside was empty, lacking a primordial spirit. 

Shi Hao was extremely shocked. He couldn’t help but look towards the cave behind the old daoist! 

One had to understand that the war chariot was blocking right in front, and the old daoist’s back was 

against the stone wall, blocking a large half of the pitch-black cavern. Meanwhile, the back of his head 

was perfectly facing this black hole. 

Shi Hao discovered with a bit of shock, that even though he couldn’t see much, he just sensed a bad 

feeling that made him feel fear, making him shiver all over. 

That flame was also like this, not flying into the stone cave’s black ancient hole, instead directly... 

backing off! 

This left Shi Hao even more alarmed, his scalp feeling a wave of numbness. This was the first time he 

saw this flame display such restraining fear, not willing to approach something. 

Wuwu... 

A gust of wind blew over from who knew where. The black hole behind the old daoist also released an 

absolutely horrifying sound that was like a sobbing noise, but also like the noise of wind blowing against 

stone. 



Even though Shi Hao felt an itch, wishing to explore this to its end, he knew how serious it was. There 

were some places he could not step foot in right now! 

He silently backed off, not taking a risk. 

He carefully searched about here, discovering that all of the immortal elixir was formed from the wisps 

of golden mist rising from the Ecliptic Stone. 

“Regardless of whether it is the golden bull of the old daoist, they are both made of Ecliptic Immortal 

Gold, could this be their place of birth?” Shi Hao began to suspect. 

This had a high chance of being true. That was why when disaster descended, they chose to die here, 

their souls returning to their home! 

At this same time, this much Ecliptic Stone indeed should be able to produce a tremendous amount of 

Ecliptic Immortal Gold. That was why the golden bull, carriage, and old daoist’s appearances could be 

justified. 

Shi Hao returned to those dim golden bull remains. This was Ecliptic Immortal Gold. It was covered in 

dust after all this time, the bull passed away who knew how many tens of thousands of years ago. 

Normally speaking, as long as Immortal Gold turned into a living creature, they would become valiant 

and unmatched, because their bodies were too hard, practically impossible to break through. 

Meanwhile, this golden bull already became an immortal dao figure, yet it still died, its essence all 

flowing away. 

“Something isn’t quite right, this golden bull is still an immortal dao existence in the end, so why isn’t it 

that intimidating? Its loss of spirituality is just too severe, right?” 

Shi Hao recalled that there was another golden bull on the surface. Even though it couldn’t compare to 

an immortal dao creature, it was still ridiculously powerful, probably not existing in this world for that 

long. 

“The two golden bulls are identical, don’t tell me that this is a coincidence?!” Shi Hao’s expression was 

serious. 

He produced too many associations, his expression changing greatly, emotions rising and falling like 

great waves, difficult for him to calm down. 

It was because those thoughts were too shocking. 

“Could it be that the golden bull was reborn, using this place to achieve rebirth?” Shi Hao’s body 

trembled. 

He thought back to the golden pool on the ground. There was clearly a type of mysterious pattern 

inside, was that what produced the golden creature? 

“Was there someone else involved?” Shi Hao turned towards that old daoist who was already extremely 

blurry. 



If the golden bull had a chance of reviving, with the old daoist’s heaven reaching, earth shaking 

matchless divine ability, would there really be no way of ensuring its survival? 

“Could it be that the black ancient hole...” 

Shi Hao’s expression changed. He felt like he couldn’t remain in this place. He quickly backed up, leaving 

the underground cave. 

Immediately afterwards, his divine senses returned, his true body’s eyes opened. He was still sitting in 

the small pool. 

“I cannot leave just like this, I’ll use this place for cultivation first!” 

This was definitely an immortal cave, especially this type of golden liquid, which was even more so an 

unmatched precious liquid. If he missed out on this, he would regret it for his entire life! 

It was because he felt that this might be liquid produced precisely for the birth of an immortal dao 

creature. 

“No wonder the origin energy within my body appeared again, this is the result of unmatched immortal 

methods!” Shi Hao touched the patterns in the pool. Then, he returned to his cultivation, frantically 

absorbing the secret force within the elixir. 

Even though there was a rumor that once origin energy appeared, it would signify great disaster, that it 

would end his life, Shi Hao didn’t believe in the supernatural. He actually wanted to see just what kind of 

transformations the origin energy would result in if he nurtured it. 

This really was shocking, origin energy originally shouldn’t have appeared, but right now, it was 

becoming more real. It gradually became stronger, more and more pure white, mysterious and 

terrifying. 

In the end, Shi Hao operated it with full force, making the origin energy fully take form, reside within his 

Sea of Reincarnation in his abdomen. It was real and clear, no longer faint. 

Everything went just this smoothly! 

Hong! 

Immediately afterwards, Shi Hao felt incomparable strength erupt within his body, surging from inside 

of him like a mountain flood. It erupted like a roaring sea, just too shocking. 

That strand of origin energy was moving, as if it was overturning seas and rivers! 

It actually possessed such great energy, extraordinary after all, worthy of being the mother body of the 

three strands of immortal energy! 

Right at this moment, the three strands of immortal energy appeared, flowing within his body, 

displaying the three to all life profound mystery, filling his body with life force and ample vitality. 

Then, the three strands of immortal energy surged, rushing out from the crown of Shi Hao’s head. They 

quickly blossomed, blooming there. 



One of them had a little person seated on it. After the flower bud blossomed, the little figure fully 

formed, seated there, not moving, as if it lived in the past. 

Qiang! 

A shocking change happened. After the middle one bloomed, a kengqiang noise sounded, erupting with 

deafening noise. 

Shi Hao was alarmed, feeling as if he himself went on a mental journey. This was a bit strange! 

Immediately afterwards, the three great dao flowers’ central flower swayed, releasing chaotic energy. 

Then, he was completely shocked! 

A little person sat on it, extremely indistinct, but it was still extremely shocking! 

Today, the second great dao flower actually had a creature as well, producing this type of scene. 

Chapter 1452 - Second Creature 

There was another creature! 

Shi Hao was absent-minded. He didn’t see what kind of form it was, because in that instant, his entire 

being was dumbstruck, mind going on a mental journey, momentarily losing control over his senses. 

In the end, the keng qiang noise transmitted outwards. The middle great dao flower fully bloomed, 

multicolored light overflowing, erupting like a volcano, dyieng the sky dome in brilliance. 

At this moment, Shi Hao’s entire body was full of power, as if he immediately experienced extreme 

profound mysteries, his fighting strength erupting crazily! 

Zheng zheng zheng... 

After that flower bloomed, every flower petal was sparkling and divine, releasing ear-splitting noises. 

The flower petals were captivating and beautiful, this scene was too shocking. 

Even the underground world became brilliant, the radiance seeped into the depths of the earth, and 

then it rushed through the surface, illuminating this entire Divine Medicine Mountain Range. 

The radiance pierced through the mountains and rivers! 

This type of scene was extremely horrifying, making one feel shocked over this. The various types of 

ancient beasts and vicious birds in the mountain range all trembled. They laid on the ground, as if they 

were facing a monarch, their souls trembling. 

Meanwhile, Shi Hao himself was also alarmed, great waves surging within him. Right now, he felt 

extremely special, as if he possessed endless power, released from within him, circulating about. 

Using the body as a seed, his body as the gate, endless light erupting. This was cultivation, it was power, 

he felt himself becoming incomparably strong! 

At this moment, it was as if a single fist could blast through this great world! 



This type of powerful feeling continued, making him feel as if he was at the very peak. In a daze, he felt 

as if he overlooked all of time, watching unmatched existences emerge one after another. 

Shi Hao didn’t act impetuously, nor did he go crazy. Instead, he remained extremely calm, examining 

everything about himself. 

He could clearly feel power surging within his body, his cultivation advancing. However, all of it 

concentrated towards that great dao flower on his head, entering that little person’s body. 

All of this concentrated towards that indistinct little person, absorbed by it, as if a dao fruit was forming, 

producing a real golden body! 

Shi Hao frowned, but then he relaxed again. It was because with just a thought, he could grasp 

everything. The creature on the central great dao flower seemed to be one with him, the two jointly 

owning everything. There was no need for any worry. 

This was completely different from the first great dao flower’s creature! 

The first creature remained indistinct the entire time, extremely distant, as if existing in the past. It 

didn’t exist in the same great era as himself, as if it existed before the opening of heaven and earth. 

Each time Shi Hao tried to communicate with it, it would result in failure. It was as if endless time 

separated the two, impossible for him to touch it, unreachable. 

The two were separated, the river of time itself separating them. He could only look at it from afar, the 

two unable to truly meet. 

However, he knew that cultivating that creature didn’t bring any harm to him. When he was crossing 

tribulation last time, faced with the immortal killing guillotine, it was precisely that creature that took 

that blade in his place! 

Hong! 

The great dao flower moved, trembling again. 

On that central flower, multicolored light erupted in ten thousand streaks, thousands of streaks of 

auspicious brilliance blossoming, passing through the underground world and rushing out of the surface. 

It dyed the mountains and rivers red, actually looking like blood radiance, carrying killing intent! 

It seemed to be in charge of fighting, in charge of killing, representing unmatched fighting strength! 

Then, the scarlet multicolored light became a dim gold color. Faint purple energy appeared again, 

several types of bright colors interweaving, the murderous intent also possessing great power, aloof and 

remote. 

The bones within Shi Hao’s body were all shaking, releasing pi pa sounds, resonating, being grinded, 

evolving, becoming even sturdier and more powerful than before. 

He was becoming stronger! 

He tempered his dao foundation, improved his bones and flesh. The gates within his body appeared one 

after another, releasing mysterious power to nourish the various parts of his entire body. 



This was especially the case with the Sea of Reincarnation, becoming the place where the gates 

gathered. 

“Only by using the body as the seed can this step be reached. If I want to establish a new system, others 

cannot reach my level by following my path. I need to establish another path.” 

Shi Hao released a light sigh. If others were to imitate him, it would be too difficult to carry out. His path, 

for others, were broken paths. 

He shook his head, deciding not to think about all of this. He himself hadn’t truly reached the peak yet, 

and the road ahead was still too far. It was pointless to think about all of this. 

This time, the reason why he could stir on the blossoming of a great dao flower, produce a second 

creature, was largely related to this golden pool! 

It was because this was something brought about by an immortal, a precious pool possibly prepared 

specifically for the revival of the golden bull. He began to seriously suspect that the golden bull might 

have been reborn! n/(𝐨)-𝐯-.𝑬)(𝑳)-𝗯./I/)n 

It was precisely because of this that the origin energy that originally should’ve scattered condensed once 

again, moreover taking form, now completely stabilizing. 

The three strands of immortal energy also became stronger because of this, especially the second 

streak, receiving unimaginable nourishment, this was why it could ‘blossom into fruit’. 

The only regretful thing was that the injuries to his source only slightly improved, still existing, difficult 

to get rid of. This was a huge problem. 

“It shouldn’t affect my life and death, and within the short term, shouldn’t affect my actions either.” Shi 

Hao said to himself. 

His entire body relaxed, every pore released essence light. It was because it couldn’t be sealed at all, this 

pool being too extraordinary. His body continuously derived essence, currently accepting a type of 

essence baptism! 

“En?” Suddenly, Shi Hao was shocked. That strand of origin energy rushed out, rising from the Sea of 

Reincarnation, climbing along his vertebra like a great dragon. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao felt as if he couldn’t hold on anymore. A mysterious wave of power erupted from his vertebra. 

With a hurried glance, he saw many gates on his vertebra, one on every single node, all of them 

opening. This was an extremely important hidden threshold, if he could open all of the gates, the 

benefits would be unimaginable. 

This streak of origin energy jumped out like a true dragon. After rushing up his vertebra, it entered his 

skull, entering his spiritual core, making Shi Hao’s gaze become deep. 

At this moment, he thought of too many things. Then, he closed his eyes. 



The origin energy spread, not remaining in his skull. It rushed out from the crown on his head, crying out 

like a dragon, shaking up the heavens above and earth below. 

It appeared in the void, and then it directly rushed at the second great dao flower! 

“Not good!” Shi Hao opened his eyes with a shua sound, never expecting this streak of origin energy to 

be this sinister, actually leaving on its own, moreover trying to steal his dao fruit. 

Could it be that it really was as the legends said, that origin energy couldn’t be retained, couldn’t be 

longed after, or else it would be bringing a great disaster onto oneself? 

This thing was like fetters, difficult to exploit and transform into an unmatched great natural luck for 

oneself. In the end, it would bring destruction upon oneself, this was something that had been passed 

down from generation to generation. 

Shi Hao frantically operated his divine might, wishing to move aside. However, that great dao flower 

released kengqiang sounds, releasing heaven splitting noises like a divine weapon. It was too shocking. 

Only, this streak of origin energy was too formidable. It turned into the shape of a True Dragon, rising 

up, allowing the sparkling flower petals to hack down on itself, completely unaffected! 

Sparks flew in all directions. The origin energy was unharmed, actually releasing a metal-like noise. Then, 

the origin energy directly entered the great dao flower, it couldn’t be stopped. 

Hong! 

That small figure moved. It was extremely indistinct, the area around it brilliant, the inside dark. It sat in 

an ancient cave, but at this moment, it opened its eyes, its gaze sharp and intimidating! 

Moreover, a terrifying aura pervaded from its body. It was in charge of killing. Bloody mist pervaded the 

air, leaving all creatures nearby haken. 

Unfortunately, this little figure awakened too late, the origin energy already arriving, binding its body 

like fetters, incomparably rigid, impossible to break free from. 

After a roar, that little person struggled about, standing up, wishing to break the origin energy, not 

wishing to be restricted. 

Kacha! 

The surrounding void broke apart inch by inch. The Ecliptic Stone nearby was known as a rare precious 

material, but in the end, it still cracked apart, turning into powder. This scene was extremely shocking. 

One had to understand that Ecliptic Stone was extremely sturdy, even though it couldn’t compare to the 

Immortal Gold it contained, it was still a divine material. The younger generation creatures couldn’t 

break it. 

However, this little person achieved this, the ripples it released breaking down Ecliptic Stone. 

Shi Hao’s expression changed. At the same time, he also exerted force, trying to save this little figure. It 

was because he felt like that was precisely himself, their relationship close, inseparable. 



In the end, he was still a step too late. The origin energy was too strong, binding the little figure tighter 

and tighter. It was like a barbaric dragon, winding around the little figure’s body, in the end turning into 

patterns, engraving themselves on its surface. 

Shi Hao released a light sigh, feeling a wave of helplessness. 

The origin energy was too strong, unmovable, because the three great dao flowers were previously 

immortal energy. They were all the imprints it left behind, so they were easily restricted by it. 

The second little figure was produced by the great dao flower, so it naturally wouldn’t let it go, sealing it 

up. 

That little figure was already sitting down, closing its eyes, cut off from the outside world, not moving. 

The origin energy was like fetters, tightly binding its body. 

“The first figure seems to live in the past, the second living in the present, resonating with me, possesses 

incomparable fighting strength, yet it suffered a disaster now.” Shi Hao said to himself. His eyes were 

like an abyss, bottomlessly deep. 

“If I can refine origin energy, merge it with my true body...” He was thinking. 

Regardless of whether it was the creature on his head or himself, there was one thing that he was sure 

of, which was that the origin energy was restricting them, able to suppress them. 

The three strands of immortal energy formed flowers, in the end, they might all produce creatures. If Shi 

Hao could refine the origin energy, merge it with himself, he would be able to grasp everything. 

After all, the three streaks of immortal energy were produced by the origin energy to begin with, 

engravings it left behind. 

“Was this secretly destined?” Shi Hao narrowed his eyes slightly, essence light erupting. 

Breaking down origin energy, refining it into his body until there is no distinction between the two, and 

then grasp the origin energy to evolve the three streaks of immortal energy, this seemed full of dao 

charm! 

“Starting from one, three to all things.” Shi Hao’s eyes flickered, erupting with extraordinary splendor. 

Only, he knew that even though his ideas were good, this might be a road of death. Right now, the 

second creature on his head already fell into a desperate situation, sealed up. 

Origin energy, it couldn’t be controlled! 

Shi Hao didn’t believe in the supernatural, wishing to break through legends, refine this origin energy, 

break it down into nutrients for his true body, merge with it. 

He took a deep breath, and then sat down again, starting his secluded cultivation. Right now, he 

operated the True Primordial Record, wishing to find a way through this most mysterious ancient 

scripture. 

This scripture’s origins were extremely strange, recorded on sparkling bone material, able to turn the 

decaying into the wonderful, possessing inconceivable power. 



When Shi Hao operated the scripture, ten thousand creatures appeared in the surroundings. The True 

Primordial Record recorded all types of creatures’ ancient methods, imprints, all types of primordial 

bone texts. 

In that instant, Hou, Dragon, Qilin, Peng, as well as other ancient beasts and vicious birds appeared at 

the same time. Then, all types of birds and beasts, even plants and other things emerged in the void. 

Countless creatures, tens of thousands of species surrounded Shi Hao, accompanying this pool, 

absorbing life energy. They unexpectedly seemed to possess life, about to revive, be reborn. 

This was extremely strange, leaving even Shi Hao shocked! 

Even though these creatures would appear each time the True Primordial Record was operated, they 

were made from bone texts after all. How could they possess such vigorous life energy right now? 

Chapter 1453 - Immortal Energy Evolution 

Shi Hao’s mind was completely clear, forgetting about everything else, the only thing that remained 

were his thoughts towards the dao. He lingered about an incredibly mysterious state! 

He sat within the golden pool water, concentrated on comprehending, experiencing, trying to figure out 

a way to remove the origin energy, make it a part of himself. This was related to his dao fruit. 

Above him, three great dao flowers bloomed, and then wilted. Two indistinct small figures appeared. 

From start until now, that streak of origin energy didn’t fade, becoming patterns, binding itself around 

the second creature’s body. 

Thus, the second little person became silent, no longer moving, unable to speak, only able to sit there, 

sealed firmly like a dried-up stake. 

Shi Hao was thinking about how to break through this method. If he could free this little person, his 

strength would increase substantially! 

This was an extremely terrifying matter. The second creature was in charge of killing, just the bit of 

power it displayed before was already enough to display its power. 

Apart from this, he was also thinking about how to increase his current cultivation to the greatest extent 

possible. 

He still didn’t enter the ‘Self Severing’ great cultivation realm, always suppressing it. However now, his 

strength was still increasing. 

This didn’t really match normal reasoning. His cultivation realm didn’t change, but his cultivation was 

still advancing, his strength increasing substantially, this could be considered a terrifying transformation. 

This was the embodiment of the dao foundation being extremely sturdy, to become unmatched in one’s 

own level! n)(O𝑣𝑬𝑙𝗯1n 

From past until now, there were always some powerful overlords whose auras enveloped mountains 

and rivers, individuals who were extremely ambitious. Suppressing themselves like this during their 

growth process, reaching the absolute limit in a certain cultivation realm! 



In reality, Shi Hao had always been doing this, becoming the most powerful in every single cultivation 

realm. It couldn’t be said that there were none before him who did this, but he wouldn’t be inferior to 

others. 

Meanwhile, there were some cultivation realms in which he indeed truly surpassed the ancient times’ 

heroic individuals, for example, the Heavenly Passage Realm, the only one to have taken it this far, 

taking all of the past people’s experiences and speculations, truly refining ten heavenly passages back to 

one! 

This time, Shi Hao could have long risen into the Self Severing Realm, but he always suppressed himself, 

precisely for the sake of this type of raising his strength to the absolute limit. He wanted to become the 

most powerful! 

Hong! 

In that instant, Shi Hao felt an intense pain. Three great dao flowers all bloomed, turning into immortal 

energy. The two small figures disappeared, entering his body with immortal mist. 

Shi Hao seized the origin energy, wishing to separate it, restrict it, and then refine it. 

Unfortunately, he failed. That origin energy couldn’t be grasped, it couldn’t be moved at all. It was like a 

miniature wild dragon, extraordinarily strong, directly struggling free. 

Moreover, the origin energy wrapped around a granule of light speck. When he examined it carefully, 

the inside of that speck was like an immortal dome. There was a small figure sitting there, locked up by 

the origin energy within. 

Shi Hao sighed. This origin energy was difficult to deal with after all, he couldn’t struggle free. 

This time, he failed. Even after trying several times, he couldn’t do anything. 

Qiang! 

Shi Hao extracted the Everlasting Immortal Sword, taking it into his own body. He displayed a great 

divine ability, shrinking it to the size of an inch, using it to cut that origin energy! 

Unfortunately, it was still ineffective. Right now, the origin energy was like regular mist, moving about. 

No matter how it was hacked at, it couldn’t be damaged in the slightest. 

Moreover, later on, it even more so merged with that little figure, becoming impossible to differentiate. 

If he continued to cut at it, the second creature would definitely be cut down first. 

Shi Hao tried to think of a way, but discovered that he was helpless, he couldn’t do anything to the 

origin energy. 

Hong! 

Another great quake sounded. The three great dao flowers reappeared above Shi Hao’s head, 

blossoming once more. The two small figures sat on top, mysterious and distant, powerful and 

profound, impossible to see through. 



This time, Shi Hao raised his left hand, his finger like a sword, condensing a magical art. With a chi 

sound, a streak of dark red divine radiance shot out from his forefinger, incredibly sharp, actually 

possessing immortal killing might. 

The nearby void collapsed, pierced through. 

Shi Hao carefully controlled this wave of dark red light, approaching the second creature, trying to cut 

down that streak of origin energy. 

Qiang! 

Unexpectedly, this time, it was like two immortal swords hacking at each other, sparks flying in all 

directions. Moreover, there was heaven overflowing might surging, making even the Ecliptic Stone in the 

surrounding shake. They released ga beng ga beng noises, continuously cracking apart. 

“Yi?” Shi Hao was shocked. He was only testing things out, never expecting the immortal killing 

guillotine’s essence could actually affect the origin energy. 

Zheng! 

He continued, hacking forward again. The dark red divine radiance descended, and then in the end, it 

released metal vibrating sound again, as if an immortal sword was crying out. 

Shi Hao continuously hacked at it. The dark red divine radiance could face the origin energy after all, 

having a bit of use. 

Unfortunately, in the end, no matter how he hacked at it, this was all it achieved, unable to cut through 

the origin energy. When it was soft, it was like water, when it was hard, it was superior to Immortal 

Gold. 

“There’s nothing I can do.” Shi Hao felt helpless. He momentarily couldn’t think of other methods, this 

origin energy was unimaginable. 

Perhaps it truly was as Great Elder said, in the end, the origin energy would only cut at his true body, 

ruin all of his so-called dao fruit. Right now, there were already some signs of this. 

At the same time, he also understood how heaven-defying this thing was, not even the immortal killing 

guillotine’s essence able to deal with it. If he could refine it, it would definitely be a heaven-defying 

opportunity! 

Shi Hao calmed down, no longer paying attention to the origin energy, instead reflecting over this time’s 

gains and losses. 

He obtained the origin energy again, and then produced the second creature, making his cultivation 

increase, this was the greatest benefit. Unfortunately, the second creature could originally display 

tremendous power, but it was then suppressed by the origin energy. 

“I obtained it, but then indirectly lost it, a gain and a loss, it should be considered a neutral event.” Shi 

Hao released a light sigh. 

Of course, this was after overlooking the origin energy’s harmful effects. 



“I won’t think about so much, I’ll focus on cultivating for now. If my fighting strength isn’t enough, I can 

just enter the Self Severing Realm!” 

He sat in the pool of golden liquid, continuing his cultivation, forgetting about everything else. He began 

to crazily absorb the divine matter within, using it to nourish his body and soul. 

He felt that if he smoothly broke through himself, perhaps his great dao source injuries would also be 

healed along the way. By using that breakthrough, he would undergo a deeper level evolution, 

compensate for the cracks in his foundation! 

“Currently, I mainly focused on cultivating Immortal Ancient methods, so I’ll just stick with it and initiate 

the breakthrough!” Shi Hao set his resolution. 

He produced a jade book, silently chanting scriptures. The ancient characters seemed to have come 

alive, leaping into his mind, covering his body surface, forming patterns. 

Immortal Ancient Great Era’s system were scriptures left behind by powerful immortal dao beings. 

Scripture sounds appeared inside and outside the body, earsplitting and incredibly divine. 

It was as if Shi Hao had a layer of immortal armor covering his body, bright and dazzling. 

Inside his body, the three streaks of immortal energy scattered, distributing uniformly throughout the 

various parts of his body, including his five viscera and six bowels, even into his bone marrow. 

Even though his great dao flowers had already bloomed, according to the immortal scriptures’ 

recording, those were rootless flowers. If this continued, then they would wither away, unable to reach 

the peak. 

Honglonglong! 

This pool of water began to boil, divine light brilliant. Streak after streak of radiance were extracted, 

quickly entering Shi Hao’s body, entering every inch of his flesh. 

This type of substance could allow the golden bull to be reborn. This was brought about by immortal 

methods! 

That was why it could nurture even immortal energy, precious liquid one couldn’t find, every single drop 

would make people go crazy. 

Shi Hao cultivated for several years, but never discovered any substance that was especially effective in 

nurturing immortal energy. However, here, he discovered a mysterious ancient pool that could nourish 

even origin energy, making it grow, so it was naturally effective for the three streaks of immortal energy 

as well. 

That was why the three streaks of immortal energy became tens of thousands of strands, becoming 

extremely fine, merging with his body. They were all weak strands of light, swimming about, absorbing 

the mysterious power in the immortal pool. 

The pool boiled, the most effective substance entered Shi Hao’s body, transformed into fine energy 

radiance by the three streaks of immortal energy before being absorbed. 



Weng! 

The void trembled. Shi Hao was also shaken. His body underwent a wonderful transformation. 

After the three streaks of immortal energy scattered, they were like dandelion seeds, fluttering about 

everywhere, taking root in the suitable ‘soil’, and then starting their growth. 

Even after Shi Hao worked extremely hard, he was still unable to make the immortal energy grow roots 

and germinate within his body, previously only doing it locally. Now, it was as if spring arrived, the great 

earth filled with vitality, gushing with powerful life force. 

“This pool is too heaven-defying, able to revive origin energy, and also able to nurture the three streaks 

of immortal energy, saving me several years of effort!” 

Shi Hao gave this type of analysis. If it was at his current cultivation speed, it would take at least a few 

years to accomplish the current results. This was just too crazy! 

Right now, he almost didn’t really believe that the three streaks of immortal energy broke down into 

tens of thousands of dandelion-like seeds, taking root in his body, completely evolving. 

Inside of Shi Hao’s body, all different parts were full of vitality, as if dried soil obtained the nourishment 

of sweet due, withered land starting to become verdant with life. 

Bo! 

Within Shi Hao’s five viscera, fine immortal energy seeds were exceptionally concentrated, like saplings 

that broke out of the soil. They grew all over his inner organs, immortal energy concentrated, the 

strands becoming stronger one after another. 

His inner organs were pierced through, to the extent where they were even torn apart, seriously injuring 

him. However, immortal energy pervaded, multicolored light flickered about. Soon afterwards, the five 

viscera healed again, moreover becoming sparkling and brilliant! 

This was a type of transformation. The five viscera, after merging with immortal energy, condensing, 

becoming one body, they became increasingly sturdy. 

Qiang! 

It was as if Shi Hao’s bones had been tempered, beaten to pieces. Then, immortal energy sprouted, 

streak after streak of cracks appearing on the surface, clearly immortal energy spreading, merging with 

his bones. 

The suffering was only momentary. His bones were evolving, quickly healing! 

This was an adjustment, and also a type of transformation, making his bones even more extraordinary. 

Hazy radiance flowed about, not looking like a human skeletons, but more like the first signs of immortal 

bones. 

Meanwhile, the most important thing was that he was walking the path of extreme on this path to begin 

with, charging with the most powerful stance, and not purely trying to increase his cultivation level. 

Hong! 



Like a great river roaring, a mountain flood surging, this type of sound rang from the very depths of the 

earth. 

It was because Shi Hao’s body underwent a further step of transformation. In his bones and his blood 

red bone marrow, immortal energy took root, quickly growing. 

All of the bones in his body were resonating, bone marrow shining. It was unknown just how much 

immortal energy was produced, taking root within. 

This type of transformation was the most astonishing. His bone marrow’s color changed, going from a 

red color to silvery-white, then to a deep purple, immediately afterwards dark blue, later on becoming 

golden, it was incredibly dazzling. 

Afterwards, immortal energy pervaded the air, many seeds growing. They produced roots, merging with 

bone marrow, making the golden marrow become a red color again. 

Only, it became increasingly sparkling, like melted red gemstone, flowing within his bones, the life force 

flourishing like a sea. 

“The legendary marrow cleansing has been completed at this moment!” Shi Hao was moved. 

His bone marrow evolved, merging with immortal energy, germinating as a result. The two transformed 

together, evolving to a perfect level! 

This was a true marrow cleansing. It would lead to a transformation in every part of his body. Without a 

doubt, Shi Hao was like a phoenix reborn in flames, carrying out a deeper level of great rebirth! 

Chapter 1454 - Human Furnace Great Medicine 

The marrow cleansing began. Shi Hao sat there without moving, his body trembling. He felt as if he was 

going to fall weak onto the ground! 

This was a continuous process. He thought that it was about to end, but he discovered that this was just 

the first wave. Soon afterwards, the second wave arrived. 

The bright red bone marrow was scarlet like divine diamonds, releasing auspicious multicolored light. It 

flowed slowly, washing his bones, cleansing his pure white bone matter, making every bone even better. 

In the very beginning, what Shi Hao experienced was a relaxed feeling, his pores expanding, essence 

energy rushing in and out. It was as if warm spring water brushed his body, refreshing his mind. 

However, soon afterwards, he experienced intense pain. His bone marrow transformed, deepening 

greater. That bright red and replete liquid turned into a small dragon, raising its head and roaring within 

his body. 

Every bone in his body was like this. Streak after streak of sparkling and brilliant little dragons moved 

about within the bone matter, appearing more and more holy. 

Then, every single scarlet red little dragon brandished its tail, smashing against the bone walls, bodies 

thrashing about. 

His bone marrow was moving chaotically! 



His bones had already transformed once, healing after splitting apart. However, they now broke down 

inch by inch again collapsing once more, immediately making Shi Hao fall weak onto the ground. 

Fortunately, he had powerful divine force, supporting his flesh that lost its bones, maintaining a seated 

posture. Otherwise, he would have directly turned into a pile of mush. 

This wasn’t a disaster, but rather great natural luck! 

As his bone marrow transformed, changing from the deepest level, all of the bones transformed again, 

carrying out a true rebirth. 

He could see that many of the shattered bones were stirring about, releasing a sonorous noise like that 

of a war song. As ka ka sounds rang out, the bones continuously shattered. 

Eventually, the bone material became increasingly sparkling white, becoming like fine white jade. They 

were accompanied by immoral mist, releasing an aura that didn’t belong to the mortal world. It was as if 

a solitary immortal exchanged his bones. 

A great rebirth was being carried out. 

His bone marrow was rich with immortal energy, releasing waves of thin smoke. Scarlet liquid rose and 

fell, soaking the crushed bones! 

Hong! 

Finally, this step was almost finished. The broken bones reconnected, every bone like sparkling white 

immortal stone. Immortal energy pervaded outwards. 

However, there were some crushed bones that weren’t connected. They were dried-up and withered, 

becoming a bit gray. These were dregs that were cast aside. 

Pu! 

Shi Hao’s body split apart, some shattered bones directly released into the golden pool water. This scene 

was a bit terrifying. 

It was because this type of transformation was too intense, unimaginable. It wasn’t done bit by bit, but 

rather forcefully and powerfully, completed in one go. 

Who would have thought that bones would transform like this, directly coming off, for bones to be 

exchanged in such a cruel way! 

The golden pool surged, the divine matter within rushing towards Shi Hao’s flesh, complementing his 

deficiencies, repairing his broken bones and other things, ensuring the completion of the rebirth. 

Inside of Shi Hao’s body, precious bones were reconstructed, remodeled, refined a hundred times over. 

Finally, the transformation was complete. They were accompanied by immortal mist, divine and 

inviolable. 

After the bone marrow and bones evolved to the present flawless state, it still didn’t end, but rather 

started up again. The bone marrow rumbled, bone material like a fiery red furnace, refining the 

unmatched immortal liquid. 



Right now, this bone marrow, for Shi Hao, was equivalent to the most effective supreme being fluid, 

possessing unimaginable miraculous effects. 

After the bone matter was refined, it turned into a divine furnace, starting to smelt the bones. The bone 

marrow released a unique fragrance from within, truly like a human furnace great medicine! 

He was going to exchange blood, all of his essence blood about to be exchanged! 

It was because the bone marrow had already been transformed, already flawless. Right now, it should 

be a divine blood alteration, about to be exchanged. 

This was an inconceivable scene. Shi Hao’s flesh was transparent, all of his pure white bones becoming 

indistinct, From the distance, it looked like he had more than two hundred pieces of bones in his body, 

forming pure white furnace bodies one after another, within them a burning white flame. 

This was precisely an irregular scene, as well as a true reaction. 

A bone became a furnace body, a clump of immortal mist forming a flame. Within the furnace was bone 

marrow, refined like this, turned into human body great medicine. 

There had always been a saying in immortal dao itself, that external great medicines would always be 

external goods, even if the best long life immortal medicines were picked, they would still be external 

goods. They could be used for oneself, but they would never truly alter one’s fate. n𝓸𝔳ℯ.𝓁𝐛.In 

Meanwhile, the human body great medicine was different, it could change one’s life. If it was refined to 

the peak, the effects wouldn’t be any inferior to long life medicines. 

Of course, this required a deeper level cultivation. The higher one’s cultivation realm went, the greater 

the quality of human body great medicine that could be gathered would be, eventually reaching an 

unimaginable level. 

An aloof immortal harvested his own great medicine, if this really succeeded, then it would definitely be 

an unmatched immortal medicine! 

Right now, Shi Hao was precisely harvesting medicine. For his current cultivation realm, this was a bit 

inconceivable. He actually harvested rare precious medicine that exceeded his current cultivation realm! 

In the mortal realm, not many creatures could harvest their own great medicine! 

It was because an extremely high cultivation realm was needed as protection. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao’s body shone. In that instant, keng qiang noises rang out continuously, one could see many 

white bone divine furnaces open. Furnace lids were opened one after another, multicolored light 

spreading outwards, a fragrance wafting over. 

The human body great medicine was done, about to be released through his body. 

Sure enough, blood radiance overflowed, a fragrance spreading throughout. Shi Hao began to exchange 

his blood. 



This time, the human body great medicine he harvested was his bone marrow. Each time, the harvested 

things would be different, so the results would naturally become different as well. 

Bone marrow can create blood, which was why right now, his divine blood surged. 

Pu! 

At this moment, the scene was a bit terrifying. Shi Hao’s skin was scarlet red, streak after streak of blood 

arrows rushing out of his body. Then, all of his pores became like this, oozing out blood. 

In that instant, all of his blood seemed to have been forced out, completely discharged. Only a hazy 

immortal mist remained, filling his blood vessels, spreading. 

There was nothing more intense than this. If it was a normal person, their entire body’s blood lost, they 

would definitely fall. Even for a cultivator like Shi Hao, his expression still turned pale. 

Hong! 

His white bones all trembled. All of the pure white furnace bodies shone, releasing bright red and 

translucent blood radiance. 

Honglonglong! 

Immediately afterwards, blood splashed out again. It was dark red and sparkling, as if a long river was 

surging in his body. It immediately replenished the divine blood he lost earlier. 

Shi Hao’s body was hazy, surrounded by immortal mist, wrapped within divine light. A deep level great 

rebirth was coming to a close. This process went extremely smoothly. 

After taking some more time to recover, replenish the boundless divine might he needed, Shi Hao could 

break through, enter a higher great cultivation realm. 

His strength was about to increase greatly! 

Meanwhile, Divine Medicine Mountain Range wasn’t calm, many things happening. It was because that 

golden bull had been roaring this entire time, chasing the foreign experts. 

The Self Release Realm great cultivator almost died, his body in tatters, white bones fractured, fleeing 

for his life. He wanted to escape the mountain range several times, but in the end, he was forced back 

by the Iron Blood Ancient Trees and others. 

At the same time, the other young creatures were also in a miserable state, some of them were killed 

brutally. After the golden bull caught up, their bodies were impaled by its horns, some exploding from 

its roars. 

At this point, the foreign cultivators were nervous. There were a few youngsters who avoided the Iron 

Blood Ancient Trees and ancient blood vine, successfully fleeing, delivering reports. 

The great cultivators outside were shocked, and then their faces fell. There were more people who 

entered the mountains, and this time, they brought secret treasures, wishing to deal with the golden 

bull, and then cut down Shi Hao. 



The top ten young experts’ number one, He Ziming, appeared. He personally arrived in Divine Medicine 

Mountain Range. He already declared that he was going to kill Huang alone. 

Apart from this, the Fearless Lion race sent out a few formidable experts, one of them even more so 

retracing his ancestry. This creature surged with golden radiance, his power suppressing his peers, also 

appearing here. 

This was a creature from the ancient monk bloodline, defecting to the foreign side in the past. This clan 

possessed unmatched potential, all of them astonishingly terrifying. 

This was especially the case when one retraced their ancestry, known to possess the so-called golden 

bloodline. Once this creature grew up, his strength would match the buddha, able to kill immortal monk 

kings! 

Then, there were other news that spread. The Gu Clan’s young supreme being also hurried over, 

entering the mountain range, not fearing this land of death. He wanted to search for natural luck, at the 

same time eliminate Huang. 

The Gu Clan used to be ranked within the vicious ten. Back then, it had fought the True Dragon 

continuously without being defeated. This was one of the world’s most powerful races! 

The clan destroyed space with one hand and time with the other, grasping both space and time. This 

was an unmatched ability, no one daring to look down on them, all of them in great fear. 

Even in the foreign side, the Gu Clan’s status was extraordinary. Even though they defected from the 

Nine Heavens’ side, they were still revered by the foreign clans, no one daring to look down on them. 

“This time, Huang is definitely dead. There is a senior who came, he will get rid of this golden bull!” 

“There is a young great one from an Emperor Clan who came here as well. If he takes action, it would be 

unimaginable! No matter how powerful Huang is, he will still die!’ 

Outside Divine Medicine Mountain Range, the foreign young cultivators paced about, all of them excited 

and moved, because there were too many experts who came in. 

For the sake of Huang alone, the Gu Clan, and even someone from an Emperor Clan arrived here. With 

them here, what couldn’t they prevail over? 

Moreover, they believed that even if the older generation figures didn’t come out, just the younger 

generation alone would be enough to truly suppress Huang, defeat him. 

At the same time, Imperial Pass couldn’t calm down either, some major events happening. 

“There is a traitor in Emperor City who communicated with the other side! We need to find this person.” 

“See who didn’t return to Imperial Pass. This person actually dares to sell out a great secret to the 

enemy!” 

“Wu, is that so? If I recall correctly, this time, after the Desolate Border great battle, there are some 

youngsters who didn’t return!” 

Chapter 1455 - Attack 



Divine Medicine Mountain Range, inside the underground cave. 

Shi Hao’s great rebirth was close to its end. His current state was excellent, the cracks on his foundation 

also becoming a bit more faint. He believed that once he broke into the Self Severing Realm, the injuries 

could be healed. 

Chi! 

Suddenly, an expanse of mist rose from within his body. It was extremely dazzling, as if a barbaric 

dragon was bashing and crashing about. It scattered within the hundreds of bones within his four limbs, 

spreading to every part of his body. 

The harvesting of human body great medicine, Shi Hao’s exchange of blood was complete. However, 

right now, this type of irregular scene appeared again. It was extremely shocking. 

Shi Hao examined his own body. His eyes erupted with light, he knew what this was. He never expected 

that at this crucial point, it would join in on the action! However, this was definitely a good thing! 

Supreme being blood! 

At this moment, his supreme being blood became resplendent, like streak after streak of veins and 

arteries, linking up the inside of his body. It was powerful and forceful, also using this rebirth process to 

evolve. 

This blood was a lot richer than before, spreading towards every part of his body. Moreover, when it 

merged with the immortal mist, surging violently, it actually released thunderous rumbling noises, 

strong and full of power. 

Then, all of the supreme being blood flowed in reverse, condensing into one sphere, gathering in his 

chest. It became a fist-sized sphere of light, as if it was about to produce something. 

This left Shi Hao stunned. Could it be that it was going to produce a piece of bone?! 

He was hoping that this type of blood could nurture his entire body, and not just a piece of bone. Of 

course, if it could produce another supreme being bone, bring him another unmatched precious 

method, then that would be even better. 

“Unfortunately...” Shi Hao sighed, discovering that he overthought things. 

Even though this lump of blood was gathering, releasing powerful life force, about to produce 

something, in the end, it still lacked maturity. In the end, that sun-like sphere exploded, scattering once 

more throughout his entire body. 

This made all of his blood energy surge. His original divine blood seemed to have obtained more 

‘muscles and bone’, becoming stronger and more bold! 

“I am going to consolidate my foundation a bit more, and then rush into the Self Severing Realm!” Shi 

Hao said quietly. It was because he discovered that after absorbing the golden pool’s mysterious 

substance, it made his supreme being blood suddenly revive. If he continued to absorb tis, perhaps 

there would be other pleasant surprises. 



Of course, his attitude was just to try it out. It would be good if he got something, but even if he didn’t, 

then there was no loss. 

Moo... In the outside world, a bull cry sounded. Shi Hao opened his eyes. He leapt out, preparing to 

leave the underground cave. 

He released a light sigh. What a pity, that golden bull was nearby, if he continued, he would most likely 

be in danger. 

Shi Hao didn’t reveal the slightest bit of hesitation. He collected quite a bit of the golden liquid, and then 

like an afterimage, quickly rushed out. Then, he chose an area, entered the ground, and then wished to 

leave through earth movement techniques. 

In the distance was a foot long golden bull, its entire body covered in blood. After some hesitation, it 

stood on a mountain peak, giving the direction Shi Hao left towards a look. 

Not one drop of the blood on its body belonged to itself. Ecliptic Immortal Gold wasn’t something Self 

Release Realm cultivators could damage at all. Their attacks were completely ineffective on unmatched 

immortal materials. 

This blood all came from that great cultivator. He fled with everything he had, nine deaths one life. If not 

for that cultivator having ample combat experience, inconceivably fast, he would have died a long time 

ago. 

Despite this being the case, that Self Release Realm cultivator was still half crippled, his entire body’s 

bones broken, body covered in injuries. Only half of his body remained. 

Right now, he hid precisely in this region, hiding inside of a volcano, buried in the magma, not moving at 

all, withdrawing all of his aura. 

He was truly terrified of that golden bull to the extreme, there wasn’t a trace of hope for victory. The 

other party was unmoved, unaffected no matter how he attacked. 

Right at this time, Shi Hao moved stealthily, moving through the earth. He arrived before this volcano. 

He knew that golden bull was extraordinary, which was why he wanted to find a hidden place to hide 

himself. 

Inside the volcano, magma surged. The temperature was terrifyingly high, the bright red lava 

continuously rising and falling, perfect for fully concealing oneself. 

Shi Hao entered the volcano through the earth, rushing into the brilliant red magma. As soon as he 

entered, he felt like something wasn’t right! 

There was another creature here, moreover one that was extremely strong! 

At this moment, the Self Release Realm cultivator’s fine hairs stood on end. Even though the 

temperature here was terrifyingly high, he still felt a chill. After entering here, he completely sealed up 

everything, not letting a trace of his own energy leave, to the extent where he even restrained his 

spiritual perception, not releasing it out of fear of the golden bull finding out. 



However, right now, the magma surged, a creature entering. He thought that the golden bull had 

slaughtered its way over. 

Hong! 

He immediately turned around to leave, not wishing to hide at all. As a result, he immediately 

discovered with shock that the ‘golden bull’ who entered also turned around, leaving quickly. 

The great cultivator’s divine senses were released, no longer restrained. He immediately knew who it 

was, instantly erupting with rage. It was actually Huang who scared him to this extent! 

He felt a sense of humiliation, he was actually frightened badly by a younger generation. At the same 

time, he recalled that this was a great enemy of the young generation of this era, making him 

immediately become vicious, wishing to smash Shi Hao to death here. 

Shi Hao cursed his own misfortune. He had just come out of seclusion, yet he encountered a Self Release 

Realm great cultivator. Moreover, he didn’t even have time to advance into the Self Severing Realm yet, 

so facing this type of person would naturally only end in disaster. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao escaped outwards, directly smashing his palm into the volcano’s walls. The volcano broke apart, 

magma surging. Not only did it rush into the sky, it also spilled out in all directions, covering this place in 

a scarlet red expanse. 

A disturbance on this level naturally alarmed the golden bull. It released a moo cry, then spread its 

hooves, crazily charging over. 

“Little bastard!” The Self Release Realm cultivator was furious and resentful. This young generation 

really was vicious, this decisive, directly attracting the golden bull, not hesitating to end in mutual 

destruction. 

The great cultivator’s eyes flashed with a vicious light. Even if the golden bull was slaughtering its way 

over, he still didn’t want to let Shi Hao go. A large hand covered everything like the sky. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao retaliated, rushing out with the Everlasting sword Core in his hands. Lightning erupted between 

the two like a waterfall, rumbling intensely. 

The Everlasting Sword Core shone, enduring too great of a pressure. It never proactively attacked, but it 

could passively defend. It became incomparably resplendent, murderous light overflowing. 

The great cultivator was shocked. He didn’t even truly touch this sword core, yet his palm already 

cracked, blood flowing out. 

However, Shi Hao wasn’t in that good of a situation either. His body suffered a heavy blow. Even with 

some distance between the two, he was slapped by a wave of boundless divine force, blood spat out 

from his body as he crazily flew out. 



He was a like a leaf that was wilting away, unable to control his body. He was blasted out of this volcanic 

region. 

The Self Release Realm cultivator was stunned. This younger generation didn’t directly explode? In his 

opinion, this was something simply inconceivable, could be considered a miracle. 

It was because if a Self Release Realm cultivator wanted to kill a Void Dao Realm cultivator, it was simply 

too easy. They could kill them with just a raise of their hand. 

Just how much of a monster was this young generation? He received the palm of a Self Release Realm 

cultivator, actually not dying on the spot, only spitting out a bit of blood. This was a bit ridiculous! 

Shi Hao’s blood surged. Just now, he was that close to exploding. He believed that if it wasn’t for this 

instance of rebirth being complete enough, he would have directly died just now. n-)𝔬()𝒱/-𝑒(-𝑙)(𝔅-.I)/n 

Despite this being the case, his flesh was still contorting, continuously shaking, only calming down after 

a long time. The essence blood within his body rumbled, reducing the damage he took just now to the 

lowest amount possible. 

With this body, who was he scared of? As long as he broke through to a higher level, he could 

completely look down on this world, show disdain towards creatures at his level, or even a level higher. 

Moo... 

The golden bull roared, rushing forward, attacking both individuals. It released two barbaric bull sound 

waves! 

Shi Hao immediately turned around to run, not staying behind. He didn’t wish to fight this golden bull. 

He already roughly knew about the golden bull’s origins, if he was still killed like this, then it really 

wouldn’t be worthwhile. 

Fortunately, the golden bull didn’t chase after him, instead targeting the Self Release Realm great 

cultivator. It was because in the golden bull’s opinion, powerful creatures possessed greater threat. 

The foreign great cultivator’s expression became bitter. He felt like things really were just too unlucky. 

He began to run for his life again. 

Soon afterwards, his body was pierced by a streak of golden light. Several bones were broken, 

separating from his body, there was even less of a need to talk about his flesh, everything falling. 

“That brat clearly had great dao injuries just before, how could he have recovered so quickly? From the 

looks of it, he should have cultivated in seclusion nearby, startled awake by the golden bull’s roar.” The 

great cultivator pondered while fleeing for his life. 

Shi Hao left this place. Soon afterwards, he encountered foreign young cultivators. 

“It’s Huang, he is over there! His entire body is covered in blood, just like the reports after all! He is 

seriously injured, almost can’t hold on already!” 



“Don’t let him escape. We were the ones who discovered him first, we’ll take his head and bring it back 

for recognition! If we move any later, He Ziming or Fearless Lion are going to arrive, and then it’ll have 

nothing to do with us.” 

Someone cried out, because they knew that even the Gu Clan who was ranked alongside the True 

Dragon even came, to the extent where there was an emperor race young great one who personally 

came. If they really caught up, then they would have no choice but to step down, greet and welcome 

them. What merit would be left for them then? 

“Do you think I’m some dying cat?” Shi Hao’s eyes flickered with brilliance, directly facing them. 

Hong! 

Right now, he went all out, not holding back at all. A Lightning Pool Imprint appeared before his brows, 

taking form, quickly enlarging. 

This pool became a hundred zhang tall, immediately covering everything, wishing to collect everyone 

here. 

“No! Wasn’t Huang dying? How could he be this powerful?” These people were all greatly shocked. 

Chi! 

Multicolored light flickered. They were collected inside. These eight individuals roared, activating their 

weapons, operating ancestral methods, attacking with full power, wishing to leave. 

As a result, lightning radiance flickered, it was as if heaven and earth collapsed. The lightning pool 

shrunk, and then with a great shake, all of the people and weapons inside were crushed to dust, bodies 

and spirits extinguished. 

Heng! 

Shi Hao released a cold snort, turning around to leave. 

Hou... In the distance, a lion’s roar sounded. When the lion heard this disturbance, he quickly rushed 

over. 

Shi Hao remained fearless, taking the initiative to rush in that direction. Now that he came out of 

seclusion, what he wanted to do right now was precisely to unleash a great slaughter. Even though 

these creatures wanted to surround him, what was the point of putting on any appearances now? He 

was going to wipe them all out. 

This was a lion, its entire body resplendent with golden light, incredibly valiant, body like a small 

mountain. It had just rushed out from the mountain depths powerful and heroic, its mane completely 

golden, thick and long, about to reach the ground. 

“Fearless Lion?” Shi Hao’s eyes narrowed. 

“What? You are that Huang?” This lion stared at him, its golden pupils resplendent, carrying killing 

intent. It directly charged over. 



“There is a clump of white hair in your chest, not a pure-blooded Fearless Lion who retraced its ancestry. 

You are not enough!” Shi Hao said coldly. 

Soon afterwards, a world-shaking lion roar sounded inside the mountain range, throwing all of the 

creatures in Divine Medicine Mountain Range into panic. The earth quaked and mountains shook, rocks 

tumbling about. 

“Not good, an expert from the Fearless Lion bloodline fell!” Someone turned pale from fright. 

A moment later, a group of experts rushed into this mountain range, seeing the Fearless Lion’s skeletal 

remains, its blood dyeing the forest, fur scattered across the mountain wall. There were many crushed 

bones. 

“Huang, I am going to personally kill you!” There were three golden lions within this group, one of them 

said this ferociously. 

Meanwhile, right at this time, in the mountain depths, there was a creature who walked over, eyes 

flickering about, as if it had returned to ancient times, treading on years past, moving across the long 

river of history. 

It was too divine and heroic, incomparable, entire body golden as if cast from Immortal Gold. It was 

dazzling and brilliant. A layer of divine light burned around its body, surrounding it. 

Everyone knew that this was the one who retraced its ancestry, the true Fearless Lion. It actually really 

personally came, it wasn’t just a rumor, there really was this type of creature! 

It didn’t say anything, only walking a circle around this place. After giving the battle traces a look, it left 

without saying a word. 

At the same time, Shi Hao returned to that underground cave again, wishing to carry out a final 

breakthrough. However, he discovered that Self Release Realm great cultivator also entered, actually 

finding this place. 

The only fortunate thing was that this time, the great cultivator didn’t notice him. 

“What kind of place is this? There is a golden pool! Heavens, a precious pool created through the 

methods of a heaven-defying existence? No wonder that brat revived, turns out the secret was in this 

place. Haha, this truly is great natural luck! I profited from disaster, perhaps I can become a true 

supreme being in this place!” He almost went crazy, because this unexpected discovery left him too 

happy. 

Shi Hao silently withdrew, his gaze ice-cold, inwardly sneering. This person had to be killed, he couldn’t 

be allowed to soak in the golden liquid. At the same time, this was perfect for revenge! 

Chapter 1456 - Undead Knight 

Shi Hao withdrew from the underground cave, starting to look for the golden bull. If it was nearby, it 

could definitely send this Self Release Realm cultivator on his way, straight to eternal damnation. 

Divine Medicine Mountain Range couldn’t remain calm. Foreign cultivators came and went, moving in 

groups, searching for Shi Hao’s whereabouts. 



Of course, they acted carefully. There were some places they definitely wouldn’t step foot in, like the 

place where the Blood Vine Old Ancestor was, as well as the swamps shrouded in black mist and other 

places. 

Divine Medicine Mountain Range was quite unique, there were many powerful creatures residing here, 

as if they lost consciousness. They hid in dangerous locations, normally wouldn’t show themselves. 

However, once they were approached, their territories entered, they would immediately stir up great 

chaos. 

Shi Hao moved through the mountain range, naturally seeing quite a few people along the way, but he 

didn’t take action. It was because he didn’t want anything unexpected to happen, to avoid startling the 

great cultivator in the underground cave. 

“Divine medicine, hurry and chase after it!” 

Everyone was shocked. Thy saw a stalk of White Tiger Vine. It was snow-white like jade, its leaves like 

tigers, rooted in a cliff, flowing with brilliant colors. 

Sou! 

This stalk of divine medicine fled. It was extremely fast, if it moved through the earth, it could instantly 

travel a thousand li. 

Shi Hao also wanted to chase after it. He saw this scene from a hidden location, but suddenly felt as if 

something wasn’t quite right. He activated his Heavenly Eyes, discovering that the divine medicine was a 

bit strange. 

“There is a wave of death energy winding about its body?” 

He was extremely close, his position more favorable than the other cultivators. If he took action, he 

might have had a chance of catching this stalk of medicine already. 

However, he didn’t move. He recalled some recordings in bone books. There were some divine 

medicines which, for some reason, had some sinister energy attached to them. The divine nature was 

reversed, within them instead underworld force. 

It was rumored that this thing was extremely terrifying. Once it was accidentally ingested, even a 

supreme being would die! 

Shi Hao found this a bit hard to believe. There was actually this type of strange medicine in the 

wondrous Divine Medicine Mountain Range. If he didn’t act a bit more carefully, he might have 

encountered great trouble. 

Some of the divine medicines here were a bit strange! 

They, he gave that cliff a look, discovering that there was a crack inside. There was a bit of faintly 

discernible black mist that seeped out from within. 

Shi Hao decisively withdrew, starting to watch these foreign cultivators from the distance. 

“Where do you think you are going?” 



Everything happened in the time it took sparks to fly off a flint. One of them produced a precious 

artifact, a great web made of flickering stellar granules. With a shake of his hand, it was flung out, 

surrounding heaven and earth like a world covering net. 

That cliff immediately caved in, rubble tumbling everywhere. Great cracks extended along the mountain 

region. This great net immediately engraved itself into the ground, stirring up endless soil. 

The ground couldn’t stop it. This net was incredibly strong, not much able to stop it, able to catch all 

things in this world. 

One had to understand that Divine Medicine Mountain Range was sturdy. A precious artifact that could 

still display this type of power was definitely extraordinary! 

However, something bad happened. Black mist roiled, death energy overflowing, quickly spreading from 

underground. That was an unimaginable wave of baleful energy. 

“Not good, hurry and pull back the web, don’t stir it on anymore!” 

“Abandon the precious artifact, forget about this web!” 

Someone cried out, expression becoming pale, extremely frightened. This Divine Medicine Mountain 

Range was even more terrifying than they had imagined. They ended up kicking a metal door. 

The earth surged. The great net rushed out from the ground surface. Even though its owner stopped it, 

he was still a bit too late, bringing out a large amount of dried bones from underground. 

The most terrifying thing was that there were some rust stained copper coffins that had already 

corroded to a terrible degree, merged with mud, long rotten. They only had a bit of outer shape still. 

Shi Hao was surprised. Divine Medicine Mountain Range wasn’t necessarily a divine and holy place 

either. There were these types of things underground as well. He was a bit confused, he continued to 

observe while hidden. 

The ruined copper coffin cracked open, a corpse falling out. The wings on its back were corroded, entire 

body pitch-black, corpse energy overflowing into the heavens. It was incomparably terrifying. 

“Damn it, why is there this type of thing? We actually ran into something like this! Isn’t this Divine 

Medicine Mountain Range? It’s not the Ancient Burial Region!” The foreign creatures’ voices were 

trembling, quickly backing up. 

“Did you forget? Divine Medicine Mountain Range, Heavenly Beast Forest, and Ancient Burial Region are 

all adjacent to each other! It’s clear that there are underground veins from Ancient Burial Region 

extending into Divine Medicine Mountain Range, reaching deep underground. Normally, they can’t be 

seen, but today, they have been unearthed!” 

“It just just a tattered copper coffin, it shouldn’t be as terrifying as we think. At most, there’ll be some 

kind of zombie, not undead knights or things like that!” Someone said. 

“It hasn’t moved. It is a low level ancient corpse after all, it should have any consciousness.” After 

someone examined it for a bit, a breath of relief was released. 



Everyone stopped, no longer feeling that nervous. 

“But, why did such terrifying corpse energy spread?” Someone said, incredibly confused. 

“It’s most likely released from the Ancient Burial Region’s branch vein and has nothing to do with this 

corpse.” Another person explained. 

It was clear that they felt great restraining fear towards the Ancient Burial Region. After excavating 

those areas all these years, they discovered that this was an extremely powerful civilization. Anyone 

who learned a bit about this civilization would feel like their divine might shocked past and present. 

There were some who thought that they had long been eradicated, their inheritance no longer existing. 

However, there were still some who carried an extremely strange viewpoint, believing that the Ancient 

Burial Region had never been wiped out, on the contrary, that was precisely the state that they 

maintained, not living, but not corpses either. 

It was to the extent where there were even some undying existences who thought this way. 

Apart from this, the unmatched ancient ancestor Shutuo previously said something strange. The Ancient 

Burial Region might be related to the source of this world of theirs! 

Everyone knew that Anlan, Shutuo, these individuals possessed incredible achievements, existing in 

more than a single great era. However, they were still in their peak state, towering in this world. 

Many people had heard before that starting from the last great era, they had been carefully exploring 

the Ancient Burial Region. After all these years, they definitely made some shocking discoveries. 

These people talked quietly, discussing these secrets. Shi Hao heard everything clearly, feeling incredibly 

shocked, feeling like a door now appeared before him. In the future, he definitely had to face what 

rested behind this door. 

Suddenly, a wave of dark mist surged. The creature within the tattered copper coffin sat up, the 

decaying wings unfolding, covering heaven and earth. Its eyes suddenly opened, releasing two streaks of 

silver radiance. 

That place was pitch-black like ink, only its terrifying outline appearing. It stood up from the ground, a 

pair of ice-cold silver eyes also visible, looking in this direction. 

“Not good, it has a consciousness! It’s an undead knight, not a normal zombie!” 

“Hurry and run!” 

The foreign creatures were normally extremely arrogant, but when faced with this strange ancient 

corpse, they were still terrified to the point where they didn’t dare confront it, directly running for their 

lives. 

It was because only rarely were ‘undead knights’ dug up from the Ancient Burial Region. Those were 

living creatures, or perhaps living corpses. They possess world -haking might, unless a supreme being 

took action, they were unstoppable. 



Apart from this, there were even higher level undead knights that only undying existences had a chance 

of subduing. 

There was a rumor that back then, there was a mysterious undead knight that was excavated from 

Ancient Burial Region before. It killed all of the experts who participated in its excavation, moreover 

traveling tens of millions of li to wipe out the three King Clans who participated in this matter. 

This matter shocked the higher levels of all of the clans. Even though it was covered up later on, not 

allowed to spread too far, there was still some information that leaked out. 

It was rumored that later on, Shutuo personally took action, and only then was this undead knight 

suppressed and killed. It was precisely in that battle that Shutuo and Anlan developed a deeper 

understanding towards the Ancient Burial Region. 

However, from that battle forth, the excavation of the Ancient Burial Region slowed, no clans daring to 

rashly make a move. 

It was because Shutuo didn’t directly suppress that undead knight, but rather fought a battle that lasted 

for some time! 

Hong! 

The rotten wings moved, splitting heaven and earth. This undead knight’s power was too great, 

unimaginable, even more formidable than a Self Release Realm great cultivator. 

For the younger generation, it was too deadly. There was no way they could contend against this. 

The foreign cultivators turned around and ran. Undead knights couldn’t be faced head-on, once they 

were startled and broke through the earth, it would definitely unleash a great massacre, cut down all 

who disturbed its rest. 

Their expressions paled, fleeing for their lives. It was because at this moment, all of them recalled the 

legends related to that undead knight. 

In the past, the three great King Clans were all wiped out because of a single undead knight. Just how 

terrifying of a matter was that? Even the old ancestors of the three clans were completely slaughtered, 

not a single person surviving. n)-0𝑣𝑒𝓵𝐁1n 

Pu! 

There were immediately youngsters who were killed, grabbed by a rotting large hand, crushed into a 

meat paste, no room for retaliation at all. 

Then, miserable cries sounded continuously, immediately, seven or eight powerful individuals were 

killed, all of this ending in the time it took to take a single breath. 

“Run!” 

The others screamed out, scattering and rushing in all directions. 

There were many people, all of them scattering. This undead knight’s pupils were silvery-white, 

terrifyingly cold. He took a step out, chasing after them. 



Shi Hao also left secretly, but before leaving, he grabbed a foreign creature, and then quickly left into 

the distance. 

“Speak, tell me everything you know about undead knights!” When he reached a quiet place, Shi Hao 

said coldly. 

The foreign youngster’s skin was quite tough. Even though he was running for his life, extremely scared, 

when Shi Hao grabbed him, he instead calmed down, not willing to speak. 

Only, his struggle was meaningless. Shi Hao wanted to search his soul, not hesitating to pay the cost. He 

wanted those secrets. 

“I’ll talk!” He gave up. 

“What? Shutuo previously fought with an undead knight?” Shi Hao was truly shocked. 

After wiping out three king races, it fought Shutuo. Just how terrifying was that undead knight? 

This was the first time Shi Hao heard about undead knights. He was greatly shocked. He knew that he 

would see everything himself one day. There were great secrets hidden within the Ancient Burial 

Region. 

Otherwise, Shutuo, Anlan, why did they have to insist on continuing the exploration? There were 

definitely things that moved them. 

After a long time had passed, miserable cries sounded again and again from the distance. Those 

youngsters were chased after, most of them unable to escape disaster. 

All of a sudden, Shi Hao’s fine hairs stood on end, suddenly turning around, looking in that direction. 

Black mist pervaded the air. The undead creature had rotting wings on its back, silently appearing here, 

standing not far from him, ice-cold and chilly, death energy scattering from its body. 

“It’s this fast? This is too strange!” Shi Hao was alarmed. 

As for the foreign cultivator in front of him, his expression long paled. He didn’t say a word, only staring 

forward. 

Shi Hao sighed. There really were too many dangers in Divine Medicine Mountain Range this time, 

dangerous situations continuously appearing. Danger spots were not that easily entered after all. 

He had no choice. He pulled out the Everlasting Sword Core, using it to protect himself, face that undead 

knight. 

However, something unexpected happened. When the undead knight saw this sword core, its pupils 

narrowed into two silvery-white cracks, body trembling slightly. 

Then it actually knelt down, bowing before this sword core! 

Chapter 1457 - Sword Core’s Secret 

Shi Hao was shocked. He stood there, completely stupefied. This kind of thing actually happened! It was 

bowing down! What kind of origins did this sword core have? 



The undead knight was strange, mysterious, powerful, a creature that would even make the foreign 

creatures shiver in fear, make their expressions change. Today, a powerful undead knight was disturbed, 

yet in the end, there was actually this type of display. 

Its figure was valiant, a zhang in height, on its back a pair of enormous rotten wings. Pitch-black mist 

surged, as if a demonic god walked out from hell. 

Without a doubt, this undead knight was extremely strong, its silver pupils were like blades, making 

one’s flesh feel pain even from far away, as if it was going to split open. 

Shi Hao’s captive’s, the foreign young cultivator’s expression paled, lacking all color. He was completely 

scared stiff. 

Immediately afterwards, in his eyes, Shi Hao became a demon king. Even an undead knight bowed down 

before him? This completely went against all reason! His fine hairs immediately stood on end. 

It was because he was thrown onto the ground by Shi Hao, the angle at which he looked at different. He 

didn’t know that what the undead knight bowed down to was the sword core, nor did he think that plain 

looking sword core had any type of special history. 

What he saw was Shi Hao calmly standing there, overlooking the undead knight, allowing him to bow 

down. Meanwhile, he himself remained extremely quiet, and extremely arrogant, not even moving at 

all. 

In reality, Shi Hao’s body was rigid, never expecting this result, so he didn’t know how to react. 

Suddenly, his mind trembled, feeling a wave of coldness and a murderous energy. He immediately 

moved the sword in front of him to protect himself. 

It was because after this undead knight bowed down, he suddenly raised his head to look at Shi Hao. 

Those silver eyes were too bright, a bit penetrating. Moreover, there was a wave of murderous energy 

that pervaded the air. 

Hu! 

Great winds roared, black mist overflowing into the heavens. This undead knight directly reached out its 

large hand that was pitch-black like ink, grabbing forward, decisively acting against Shi Hao. 

The respect it showed to the sword core was a completely different matter. Even though it respected 

the sword core, it didn’t feel anything for Shi Hao, actually wishing to directly kill him. 

Shi Hao brandished the sword core, moreover quickly backing up. He never hoped for much from the 

start, he knew that it wouldn’t be that easy to escape. Hoping for a legendary undead knight to bow 

down before him wasn’t realistic. 

Pu! 

The captive on the ground didn’t even have the time to realize what was going on before he was directly 

crushed by the large black hand, turned into a bloody paste. His death really was pitiful, confused until 

the very end. 



Qiang! 

Shi Hao brandished the sword, stopping that large hand. He was going all out against it. There was no 

way he was just going to give in. Even if he knew that there wasn’t much hope, he still wanted to 

struggle to the end. 

It was clear that the undead knight felt great respect for the sword core in his hands, carrying a type of 

innate fear, actually not daring to touch it. It began to back up. 

This left it quite conflicted. It wanted to kill Shi Hao who held the sword, it expression complicated. Its 

silver pupils flickered with a strange radiance. 

“Mo da gu kan...” 

It opened its mouth, speaking a string of words that were difficult to understand. It was too ancient, 

completely impossible to differentiate, Shi Hao had no idea what era this language was from. 

Shi Hao could also be considered someone with extensive experience, understanding many languages, 

to the extent where he could even speak a bit of the foreign language. However, right now, he was 

stupefied, unable to understand anything. 

Of course, he also understood that it would be weird if he understood it. The undead knights were too 

ancient, even Anlan and Shutuo needing to excavate them, their origins dating much further back than 

these undying existences, impossible to verify just what era’s creatures they were. 

Then, the space between the undead knight’s brows flickered with light, spreading out, forming hazy 

ripples, releasing a strange divine consciousness. 

This time, Shi Hao finally vaguely understood its intentions through his divine will. It was asking how this 

sword appeared in his hands, for him to hurry and speak. 

The reason why it was blurry was because the divine awareness strength was different, lacking life 

energy, instead carrying a heavy underworld force. It clashed with Shi Hao’s divine senses, the two 

incompatible. n)-0𝑣𝑒𝓵𝐁1n 

Shi Hao remained vigilant, capturing a strand of the other party’s will, after roughly understanding the 

meaning, he quickly withdrew out of fear of his primordial spirit being corroded! 

“What type of origins does the sword core have?” Moreover, Shi Hao instead went from passive to 

aggressive, asking the undead knight like this. 

“Mo da gu kan ai mo...” The undead knight’s voice turned cold, loudly berating. 

At this moment, Shi Hao thought of too much. This wasn’t a zombie, nor was it a normal ancient corpse, 

not as simple as just gaining sentience after death. It was because it actually had memories, had its own 

will! 

The undead knight might very well be a species, a mysterious, powerful, and unknown species. 

They remained buried under the earth year round, waiting for their time, not willing to be easily roused 

awake. There was definitely a world-shocking great secret. 



Of course, these weren’t just suspicions Shi Hao developed alone, a lot of this were things that captive 

told him, the conjectures of the foreign undying existences. 

The undead knight was cold. It didn’t reply to Shi Hao’s questions at all, only wishing to understand 

some things from Shi Hao. 

Hong! 

The large black claw slapped over again, terrifying beyond compare. The mountain region collapsed, Shi 

Hao coughing out large mouthfuls of blood. This was just some of the aftereffects, yet he avoided the 

frontal assault. 

This time, he raised the sword core, hacking forward. The undead knight was startled and fearful, 

clenching its teeth viciously, actually directly grabbing forward! 

Shi Hao was a bit confused. The other side was clearly so powerful, so why did he fear this sword core so 

much? 

Weng! 

The void trembled, sword core vibrating softly, releasing strange brilliance. 

Immediately afterwards, Shi Hao finally understood why the undead knight was so scared. It started to 

tremble on the spot, continuously backing up, not daring to approach this ancient sword. 

Under the powerful pressure, especially under the unique stimulation of the undead knight, the sword 

core shone, becoming resplendent like a rainbow, cutting across this place. 

This sword core completely erupted, releasing powerful divine might. 

A great rain of light scattered down, brilliant sword light shocking the supernatural, crushing the 

heavenly sun. It was too resplendent and dazzling, holy and flawless like ascension light. 

Meanwhile, a human creature even more so appeared on the sword core, rising with multicolored light. 

This was the imprint on the sword core, right now truly appearing. 

This scene made one suspect if someone was ascending to immortality. It was too dazzling. 

Of course, this wasn’t all, because these were things that Shi Hao had already seen a while ago! 

Under this mystical scene, there were other secrets, precisely the reason why the undead knight was so 

scared. 

The human-shaped creature ascended to immortality, beneath its fear, the dim earth below the rain of 

light revealed an even more magnificent scene. 

This was a great ancient burial ground, burial mounds endless, the great abyss pitch-black, ancient caves 

everywhere. It was unknown just how many creatures were buried here. This scene was extremely 

vague, as if it was dyed under the blood-soaked sun of dusk. 

Blood flowed, gathering into a stream. It flowed past burial sites one after another, silent and terrifying. 



There was one unremarkable ancient grave that was split open, inside of it a copper coffin. It was the 

only one not soaked or approached by the blood. Meanwhile, a human-shaped creature sat on top of 

the copper coffin. A hand was holding its knees, its head tilted, gazing towards the blood-dyed setting 

sun, body unmoving. 

This scene was quite blurry, extremely unclear, difficult for Shi Hao to see it clearly no matter how he 

tried. 

However, this scene was definitely shocking, leaving Shi Hao stunned, giving him a bit of an alarmed 

feeling, feeling terrified. 

One had to understand that this scene was right below the immortal ascension scene, all of it reflected 

by the Everlasting Sword Core, created by it! 

A single sword core, two types of imprints, two scenes. This was the first time this appeared, being 

witnessed by Shi Hao. 

Above, the rain of light was concentrated, incredibly divine with human-shaped creatures ascending. 

Below, the burial region stretched continuously, blood flowing. A copper coffin rested on a burial 

mound, a creature seated on it. 

Not far out, that undead knight was in extreme fear, naturally in fear towards the creature seated on the 

copper coffin in the burial region under the blood-dyed setting sun. 

Why did it end up like this? 

In Shi Hao’s consciousness, the Everlasting Sword Core was holy, also possessing a type of offensive 

might. It was the rough core of an immortal precious artifact. However now, it actually revealed this 

type of scene! 

“I’ve never seen this before. There was actually this scene below the sacred ascension?” Shi Hao was 

shocked. 

He stared at the sword core in his hand carefully, sure enough, there were some blurry traces on it after 

all, the scene of the burial region. Right now, it was because the sword core was lightly trembling that 

these two scenes appeared. 

He realized that this sword core was far more mysterious than he had originally thought, even more 

ancient! 

When he was in the three thousand provinces, there were some people who believed that it was a 

naturally formed precious artifact, because its earliest discovery was from inside of a rock within an 

ancient mine. 

Its past owners all met miserable ends. This sword was extremely inauspicious. 

Meanwhile, in the Nine Heavens above, there were some individuals who had examined it before, 

feeling like it might have been the sword of an Immortal King, extremely familiar. 



Moreover, in the foreign side, there are also experts who recognized it. When he was fighting over the 

Imperishable Scripture, encountering He Wushuang, he had stated that this sword core was just as 

ancient as the Immortal Smelting Pot. 

At the same time, He Wushuang had previously disparaged this sword, stating that no matter how 

heaven-defying it was, it was made of different scraps. 

However, now, it seemed like all of them were wrong. This sword core’s degree of mystery was 

unimaginable, far more so than what anyone predicted, its origins incredibly great. 

It was because it involved the Ancient Burial Region, this undead knight recognizing it! 

One had to understand that the undead knight didn’t belong to this great era, even Shutuo and Anlan 

excavating the burial region, believing that they were too ancient. They felt that they needed to 

excavate the ancient land in order to fully understand them. 

Shi Hao was sure that this sword core most likely existed in several great eras, that it had an 

unimaginable history! 

Right now, the sword core moved. Above was an immortal ascension scene, below a terrifying burial 

ground scene. It was just too shocking. 

The undead knight was backing up. It was scared of that creature seated on the copper coffin. 

Chapter 1458 - The Same War Chariot 

Turns out it was like this. Shi Hao understood now. This sword core was greatly related to Ancient Burial 

Region. The undead knight had seen it before, and it was scared of it! 

Even after endless years passed, the creature that was connected to this sword core most likely long 

vanished from this world, yet it still gave this undead knight this unforgettable impression. 

Right now, the undead knight was completely devout, incredibly respectful, bowing down before the 

sword core. To be more precise, it was bowing down before the human figure on the copper coffin! 

Who was that? What kind of background did it have back then? Why was it able to have this type of 

power, able to still intimidate the undead knight? 

“Duo ma ka de huo...” 

The undead knight knocked his head on the ground a few times, ultimately not standing up, praying 

there, unknown what it was saying. In the end, it actually revealed great fear and reverence, as if it was 

bowing before an emperor. 

It turned around to look at Shi Hao, revealing a hint of consciousness, expressing some type of intention. 

This time, it found it hard to calm down, not attacking or revealing any viciousness. 

However, when it looked at Shi Hao, it didn’t reveal kind intentions either, as if it was looking at a dead 

tree, a rock, not treating him like a normal living creature at all. 

Shi Hao understood its intention. Since the sword core didn’t destroy him, it temporarily acknowledged 

him, leaving him be. 



Things ended just like this? 

Shi Hao was stupefied. This undead knight was this vicious, foreign experts slapped to death as easily as 

swatting flies. He originally thought that he would have to fight a battle to the death, that it wouldn’t 

end until one of them died, yet in the end, he made it through just like that. 

After thinking for a bit, Shi Hao felt a type of gloomy chilliness from his lower back, a wave of cold intent 

gathering within him. It was because even though this undead knight didn’t say much, it was too 

terrifying. 

According to its intentions, it was more normal for this sword core to have killed Shi Hao? It actually 

believed that this was only a temporary stillness. According to what it said, this sword core should be 

extremely ‘vicious’, that all who held it will die! 

Shi Hao was truly momentarily at a loss for what to do with this sword core. Should he throw it away or 

continue to keep it at his side? This thing was definitely inauspicious! 

He thought back to the creatures who previously obtained this sword core, none of them had a good 

end, especially its last owner, Five Crown King. In the end, he died a miserable death, becoming a living 

corpse, appearing on that blood-soaked black ancient ship. 

After speaking, this undead knight turned around and left, not wasting any time. 

“Hey, where are you going?” Shi Hao was shocked. It left just like that, catching him off guard. Just now, 

they were still fighting to the death, yet in the end, it concluded so peacefully. 

“I am going where I must.” This was an extremely simple reply. It didn’t stop, its gait slow, carrying thick 

black mist as it headed into the distance. 

It ended just like that? Shi Hao stroked the sword core. 

At this moment, the sword core had long calmed down, regardless of whether it was the acension light 

or the blood-soaked burial region’s copper coffin and the humanoid creature seated on it, they all 

disappeared. 

“Wait.” Shi Hao suddenly said. 

“What is it?” The undead knight stopped. It was still because of the sword core, making it feel not as 

decisive, a bit reluctant, as if it recalled something. 

Of course, the two’s conversation was not exchanged through normal words, but rather divine will. It 

was because the difference in great era was too great, there was no way the two could understand each 

other. 

In reality, even communicating with divine consciousness was a bit difficult, because they possessed 

different attributes of power that would mutually devour each other. It was extremely terrifying. 

A single mistake and it would result in injuries to one side. 

For even the divine senses to carry death energy, underworld force, this undead knight really was 

frightening. 



Shi Hao had no choice but to protect his own body with divine force out of fear of being corroded. 

“You are leaving just like that? You don’t want to know how the sword core ended up in my hands?” Shi 

Hao said. He was trying to keep the other party behind, wishing to learn more secrets from this undead 

knight. 

“Speak!” The undead knight’s words were simple, only saying this single word. 

Shi Hao endured the urge to roll his eyes. This undead knight who looked like he crawled out from hell 

was too direct, really like a blockhead, impossible to communicate with. 

“Let’s exchange information. I will first speak of how I obtained the sword core, and then you tell me 

about what kind of past it actually has.” Shi Hao said. 

He really was worried about this sword core. Keeping it by his side might result in a great grievance. He 

really wanted to know about its past. 

Of course, this time, he didn’t try to haggle over things, directly speaking of the sword core’s past, 

explaining how he obtained it to the other side. 

“It has been passed on through generations just like that. Even when covered in dust, it would still 

emerge from underground ore, move from one creature’s hands to another.” The undead knight said. 

He gave Shi Hao a look, and then said, “Alright, you are just a relay station, once the relay station 

degenerates, it will naturally leave.” 

A temporarily relay station through the endless years. 

This explanation left Shi Hao extremely dissatisfied. He asked a step further, but the undead knight 

didn’t wish to say any more, immediately leaving, about to disappear just like that. 

“Hey! You can’t leave just like this! You are letting down this sword core!” Shi Hao shouted loudly. 

“Why?” It was clear that the undead knight was inflexible. When it heard these words, it felt extremely 

dissatisfied, really stopping, moreover turning around to look at him. 

“You finally emerged from the ground, if you don’t take a look around the mortal world, wouldn’t you 

be wasting this chance?” Shi Hao urged, trying his best to make it stay behind. It was because this was a 

powerful expert, killing a Self Release Realm cultivatior most likely not even an issue. 

Currently, there were many foreign experts from Divine Medicine Mountain Range, coming in large 

numbers, all of them here for him, wishing to kill him. 

Normal young experts were one thing, he could deal with them, but there were some formidable old 

monsters who also came. They were extremely dangerous for him. 

If he could rope in the undead knight, face those creatures with it, then it would be perfect. 

In a daze, Shi Hao seemed to have already seen the scene of bringing the undead knight around Divine 

Medicine Mountain Range, completely wiping out all of the experts who came after him! 

It was clear that the undead knight’s acknowledgment and system of values were completely different 

from his. It revealed a perplexed expression, not understanding his suggestion at all. 



It was just like listening to a rock speak, speaking about how brilliant a rock’s world was, the same 

principle. 

“How am I letting down the sword core?” The undead knight asked stubbornly. 

“Didn’t you see that it acknowledged me? Right now, I am in danger, my problems are the sword core’s 

problems. If I die, the sword core will be brought away by the foreign bastards. Sooner or later, they will 

see through its origins, and then offer it up to Shutuo or Anlan, those people. 

When he spoke up to here, Shi Hao’s expression became blank. After seeing that the other party didn’t 

state anything, he said with a serious expression, “Anlan and Shutuo, have you heard of them? They are 

unmatched existences, coexisting with this world, no one their opponent. Moreover, they are all 

matchless experts who could move unhindered through the great tombs!” 

Shi Hao explained with an extremely serious tone. In his explanation, the two unmatched experts moved 

as they pleased through the Ancient Burial Region, the things they did incited public anger. 

The undead knight was stupefied. No matter how inflexible it was, it still felt that things weren’t quite 

right. 

Shi Hao continued to blabber on, saying, “Anlan and Shutuo are repeated offenders, continuously 

focusing on Ancient Burial Regions, robbing graves and digging up tombs, searching for the buried 

artifacts, sacrificial objects, and all types of ancient treasures, to the extent where they even offend 

beautiful undead knights and others!” n𝓸𝒱𝓮(𝓛𝔅)1n 

Shi Hao was extremely crooked, placing all types of blames on those two unmatched great figures, 

calling them tomb robbers, fiends, attaching all types of despicable and shameless titles onto them. 

“Are the two of them extremely strong?” The undead knight spoke, ridiculously pigheaded, actually 

asking like this. 

“They’re ridiculously strong! They previously killed undead knights, wiped out powerful existences inside 

the Ancient Burial Region one after another, never suffering a defeat to this day!” Shi Hao said. 

This time, the undead knight’s pupils contracted. Even though it knew that this fella was unreliable, he 

still couldn’t help but reconsider. 

It was because some things indeed happened in the burial region, even though it wasn’t that serious, 

there were great undead knights who were disturbed. This was an undeniable truth. 

“If you speak their true names, their magical bodies will directly appear to suppress and kill you!” Shi 

Hao said seriously, this time not purposely trying to trick it. 

In reality, when he mentioned Shutuo, Anlan and the others, he was always extremely careful, not 

mentioning their entire names in one breath, instead choosing to pause in between. 

“You spoke half truths, I have undead knight eyes, so I can differentiate between them.” The undead 

knight was extremely direct, directly exposing Shi Hao. 



Of course, if it was anyone else, they would have been extremely embarrassed, but Shi Hao didn’t feel 

awkward in the slightest, his skin too thick, still trying to rope him in, trying to make it stay behind at all 

costs. 

However, the undead knight remained unconvinced. 

“Forget about everything else, just because of this sword core, you should help me out once!” in the 

end, Shi Hao shouted at its rear figure. 

It was because he was at his wits end, only having this line left, hoping to receive the undead knight’s 

assistance. 

“Fine, I will help you with this one thing before returning underground!” The undead knight actually 

came to this decision at the final moment, surprising Shi Hao again. 

“Where are we going right now?” It asked. 

“Taking heads, of course. Show me the viciousness of an undead knight, help me remove the heads of 

some old fellas. Don’t let a single one go!” Shi Hao said. He was full of fighting spirit, not embarrassed in 

the slightest, about to bring the undead knight with him to sweep through Divine Medicine Mountain 

Range. 

Outside Divine Medicine Mountain Range, more and more foreign cultivators appeared. 

It was because news long reached the foreign side, many creatures knowing that Huang was here, 

already surrounded, about to be killed. 

That was why quite a few youngsters hurried over, wishing to participate, witness Huang’s downfall. 

For the foreign cultivators, Huang was too savage, continuously killing their young cultivators, even 

Martial Heavenly King defeated. This really was a type of humiliation. 

When the various clans learned of the situation, they all swarmed over, all of them wanting to come kill 

Huang. 

Of course, there were also many senior experts among them, because they couldn’t feel at ease with 

just the youngsters, setting the resolution to eliminate the disaster that was Huang. 

This place was simply like a distinguished meeting. People from all types of great clans appeared. They 

gave each other a look, all of them familiar with each other. 

“Yi, who is that? There are nine eyes between the brows, so weird, I never heard of a race having these 

characteristics before.” Outside the mountain range, there were foreign cultivators discussing amongst 

themselves. They saw a strange elder. 

“That is... the Nine Eyes Daoist, a legendary senior figure. He cultivated the Nine Eyes Divine Ability, 

magical force exceptional, extremely famous in his generation!” 

A few big names appeared outside the mountain, stirring up a discussion. 

There were more than a few experts of past eras, an entire group of them, all of them appearing here! 



“Wu, I feel like things are a bit strange this time. It is just to kill Huang, so why did so many famous 

seniors come? Can it be that they wish to catch a bigger fish?!” There were some who became 

suspicious. 

At the same time, Shi Hao was currently moving in the mountains. He brandished his fists, shouting 

fiercely, “Kill, kill, kill them all!” 

He led the undead knight, preparing to wipe out all of the great foreign experts who came! 

Chapter 1459 - Unleashing a Massacre 

With an undead knight following him, Shi Hao was full of confidence. Unless there was a supreme being 

who came, he didn’t fear any intruders, he would just kill them all. 

In the great mountains, many traces could be seen, left behind by the steps of some creatures. This 

should be a safe area without many dangers. 

Divine Medicine Mountain Range had great opportunities, but at the same time, it wasn’t a place just 

anyone could barge into. There were dangers at every turn. 

“Sigh, I really am worried. If those Self Release Realm cultivators all cling cowardly onto their lives, 

wouldn’t it be completely wasting my efforts?” Shi Hao said to himself. 

When the undead knight heard this, its expression remained blank, not saying anything, as if it was just a 

moving corpse. 

“Say, zombie bro, you should say something. How boring will it be if you just remain like a closed gourd 

this entire time?” Shi Hao was discontent. 

This undead knight opened its mouth, revealing a mouthful of extremely sharp snow-white teeth. It 

slowly said, “I feel like the taste of your flesh definitely isn’t bad.” 

“Maybe it’s better if your mouth remains closed!” Shi Hao quickly put some distance between them. 

Was this fella suddenly becoming sharp and purposely scaring him, or was this really what it thought? 

The undead knight no longer opened its mouth, nor did it speak, not showing any expression, silently 

following at his side just like that. 

“Those old monsters won’t be too scared to come, right?” He became a bit skeptical. Even though he 

knew that there were many experts who came from outside the mountains, not all of them will 

necessarily come. 

If it was only killing the younger generation’s elites, he felt like there was no reason for him to feel any 

fear. 

“Why don’t we just slaughter our way out of this place, leave Divine Medicine Mountain Range and 

completely wipe those bastards out?!” Shi Hao urged. 

This time, the undead knight ignored him, silver eyes calm like a lake surface, without a single ripple. 

“Huang is over here!” Suddenly, someone shouted. 



Finally, they encountered a group of foreign youngsters. Unfortunately, there weren’t that many of 

them, only seven or eight, half of them King Clan experts. 

“Why are there no old fellas? I was prepared to catch some big fish!” Shi Hao was extremely discontent. 

On the other side, the ground of people looked like they had seen a ghost. After all, meeting Huang was 

a nerve-wracking event to begin with. They were only scouting ahead, helping others find safe roads 

through the mountain range. In the end, they ran into each other here, moreover saw that monster at 

his side. 

“How can this be?! The undead knight is following at his side?!” The group was completely stupefied. 

It was because the undead knight appeared not long ago, startling all of the foreign cultivators in the 

mountain range. There were some people who escaped alive, not all of the creatures who saw the 

undead knight killed after seeing it. 

“This... motherfucker, he’s basically a demon king! He’s walking together with an undead knight?!” 

There were some people whose voices began to shake. They couldn’t help but curse. 

They really were completely shocked, never expecting Huang to walk shoulder to shoulder with such a 

terrifying creature. They saw that Huang was smiling brilliantly, practically buddies with this undead 

knight. 

“Run!” 

The seven or eight foreign cultivators quickly came to the same decision, turning around to run 

frantically for their lives. They wanted to preserve their own lives. 

In that instant, Earth To Inches Divine Ability, World Bridge Ancestral Method, and others all flickered. 

Right now, they all only had a single thought, which was to run as far as they possibly could, living was 

the most important thing. n-.𝓞.(𝐕)(𝖾))𝓁/(𝔟(/1-)n 

“Damn it all, Huang partnered up with the undead knight! No wonder he is so powerful, he is definitely a 

revived undead knight!” Someone screamed out. 

“He’s clearly the most terrifying golden undead knight! He looks no different from a normal human, 

blending into Imperial Pass, his schemes too great!” Another person cried out. 

Only, it didn’t matter how they screamed and howled. Their ends were already set, they could not run 

away! 

Shi Hao and the undead knight took action together, rushing forward murderously. 

Pu! 

Shi Hao turned into a streak of light, brandishing the sword core in his hands. A head was immediately 

removed, primordial spirit also erased by sword energy at the same time. 

Then, he stirred on sword radiance, turning towards a different direction, chasing after the second 

creature. His figure was like a divine rainbow, instantly catching up. 



That creature’s face turned deathly pale, roaring out, screaming, but it was still useless. Even though the 

black heavenly spear he used was as heavy as a mountain, it was still sliced through by Shi Hao’s sword. 

Moreover, sword radiance cut across, cutting him at the waist, and then his primordial spirit was cleaved 

in half. 

When Shi Hao turned around again, he already couldn’t see the other creatures. Black mist overflowed, 

a large black claw appeared, carrying bloody traces, completing what it set out to do. 

The other individuals all died miserably under the undead knight’s hands, moreover forcibly crushed 

apart, turned into a pile of bloody mist. 

In that instant, all of the cultivators who saw this died, not a single one of them living. 

“The so-called Fearless Lion, Gu Clan, Emperor Clan, why didn’t any of them come?” Shi Hao muttered. 

He wanted to encounter some big fish and kill them. 

They pressed forward, encountering a few more people. Unfortunately, there were no big targets. 

“Let’s go, we’re heading to the underground cave! It’s time to get rid of that old bastard!” Shi Hao said. 

He wanted to head to the golden bull’s nest, get revenge on that Self Release Realm great cultivator. 

Originally, Shi Hao headed precisely in that direction, wishing to slaughter some enemies, kill that Self 

Release Realm expert. 

As long as this person was eliminated, he would feel much better. 

Before this, that cultivator had previously tried to take action against him in the volcano, almost killing 

him. He was left with heavy injuries after that encounter. 

“It’s time to settle this debt of blood.” 

In reality, not much time had passed, yet Shi Hao already wanted revenge. 

Everything went smoothly. He led the undead knight into this desolate land. He first took a look around, 

making sure that they didn’t encounter the golden bull. If it ended up fighting the undead knight, then it 

would easily result in both sides suffering with neither side winning. 

Fortunately, the golden bull wasn’t here, still outside. 

It was because many foreign creatures arrived in the mountain range. The golden bull was disturbed, 

still going crazy outside, not having returned yet. 

The underground cave was quiet, lacking sound. 

Before entering, Shi Hao already warned repeatedly, “You must hide your aura, or else that old fella will 

definitely run! It’s even more slippery than a loach!” 

The undead knight really was extraordinary, dark mist all around it, death energy intimidating, but now, 

it was as calm as a rock, no fluctuations released from it at all. 

Moreover, it heard Shi Hao’s suggestion, hiding in the darkness, silently following behind to avoid 

scaring off the enemy. 



After Shi Hao entered this place, he stepped on a formation pattern, immediately stirring up dazzling 

light. There were arrangements in place here. 

The Self Release Realm great cultivator was extremely careful, because he was cultivating in seclusion 

here, wishing to seize the natural luck. He was scared that the golden bull would return when he was at 

a crucial moment, and as such laid down some formations. 

The formation served its uses as an alarm, making him immediately open his eyes, instantly notice Shi 

Hao. 

“You little bastard, you actually dare appear before me again!” The great cultivator laughed coldly. Right 

now, it was confident, because its injuries had all been healed, already recovering. 

This golden pool had unmatched precious liquid, the effects unimaginable. Even though not much time 

had passed, he already resolved his body’s issues. 

“You old thing, actually trying to occupy someone else’s nest, hiding here!” Shi Hao purposely acted 

surprised, continuously backing up. 

“Haha, brat, there really is no path into heaven for you, no door into hell. Have you gotten tired of 

living?” The great cultivator didn’t hide anything, roaring with laughter. 

His eyes flickered with cold light, killing intent pervading the air. Regardless of which side one looked at 

it from, he had to kill Shi Hao. He could eliminate a great disaster for his own side’s youngsters, and it 

also served as a form of silencing in order to prevent Shi Hao from escaping and startling the golden bull. 

“Old monster, I’m going to kill you next time!” Shi Hao shouted. 

“Little bastard, you still want to run after coming here? Just hand over your life!” The Self Release Realm 

cultivator laughed coldly, reaching out a large hand forward. 

Chi! 

Shi Hao was like a streak of flowing light, quickly dodging, changing directions, as if he wanted to escape 

through a great underground crack. 

“I’ll give you a choice. You can bind up your own arms and legs, bow down before me, and I can bring 

you back to the other side, temporarily not kill you.” The great cultivator said coldly. 

He released a field, locking down this region, sealing up all directions, cutting off Shi Hao’s path of 

escape. 

Moreover, right now, he already stood up, walking out from the golden pool. That large hand covered 

everything above Shi Hao, pressing downwards. 

“Shameless old thing, I think it makes more sense for you to be the one who bows down and begs for 

forgiveness!” Shi Hao replied. 

“You can just die!” The Self Release Realm great cultivator said coldly, not wishing to say anymore. The 

large hand slapped down to take Shi Hao’s life. 

Peng! 



As a result, he discovered that his hand was in great pain. A creature wrapped in dark mist silently 

appeared, grabbing his arm. 

Just now, this black mist-shrouded figure had been hiding this entire time, waiting for an opportunity 

out of fear that he might escape. 

Hong! 

The great cultivator was shocked and furious. His body erupted with power, releasing blinding radiance, 

illuminating the entire underground cave. 

However, he discovered with shock that he couldn’t struggle free. That large black hand firmly held him, 

no way for him to escape at all. 

Moreover, there was a corrosion power that poured into his body, immediately making that arm of his 

pitch-black like ink, many areas rotting. 

“Ah... no!” The Self Release Realm cultivator screamed miserably. 

It was because in that instant, his arm’s white bones were exposed, large amounts of flesh coming off. 

This rate of deterioration really was too fast. 

“Undead knight, you are a creature from the burial region!” The Self Release Realm cultivator’s 

expression was deathly white as he roared. He knew what kind of creature he encountered. 

When one’s strength reached his level, he naturally understood more about undead knights than the 

average person, deeply aware of how terrifying this type of creature was. It wasn’t something he should 

get involved with. 

Kacha! 

He decisively removed that arm, planning to escape like a lizard that abandoned its tail. 

However, it underestimated the undead knight’s reaction speed. It directly grabbed his other arm, 

dragging him back, preventing him from escaping. 

“You... should be asleep! Why are you taking action!” The Self Release Realm cultivator roared. 

“This is my sworn brother! You should just peacefully go on your way.” Shi Hao said with a smile. 

Sworn brother my ass! The Self Release Realm great cultivator was full of hatred. At the same time, he 

was greatly shocked. This youngster named Huang was too strange, actually able to walk together with 

an undead knight! 

The undead knight didn’t immediately deal the fatal blow, but the great cultivator’s body was decaying, 

rotten flesh continuously falling off of his bones. 

“Ah...” The great cultivator roared furiously, frantically trying to escape, but it was useless. His entire 

body started to become like this, flesh falling off. 



He knew that he had been contaminated by the undead knight’s curse. This was impossible to escape 

from, at the very least, at his current stage, once he touched it, then his flesh would wither away, and he 

would die. 

The great cultivator’s eyes flickered with light, his face already ulcerating. He looked viciously at Shi Hao. 

He knew that this was all because the young man led the undead knight here, cutting off all of his hopes. 

“Kill!” The great cultivator’s mouth released sword light, wishing to kill Shi Hao, take him down with him. 

Dang! The undead knight released a finger, death energy overflowing. That streak of sword light 

immediately broke apart. 

“Kill him to prevent anything unexpected from happening!” Shi Hao said. 

Pu! 

The undead knight was simple and rough, directly twisting the great cultivator’s head off, rotten blood 

flying in all directions. 

Chi! 

Sword light flickered. Shi Hao took action, a sword stabbing into the Self Release Realm cultivator’s 

forehead, destroying his corroded primordial spirit. 

After a final miserable scream, the great cultivator was killed, his flesh rotting, primordial spirit 

becoming fragmented, killed here. 

A great cultivator was killed just like that! 

“Did they all come? I’m really looking forward to this! All of you came to Divine Medicine Mountain 

Range to kill me, so I’ll bury you all one by one.” Shi Hao said quietly.` 

Chapter 1460 - Mother Root 

“This place really isn’t bad, I want to cultivate in seclusion here.” Shi Hao muttered. He stared at the 

golden pool, collecting another cauldron of the elixir to use later. 

Moo... 

The golden bull’s cry sounded from the distance. That Immortal Gold creature wandered about the 

surroundings, already returning, because it had been chasing the great cultivator the entire time, its 

search taking it back to its nest. 

“Let’s go!” Shi Hao didn’t want to run into the golden bull. Even with the undead knight at his side, once 

they ran into each other, it was hard to say who would kill who. 

It was because that golden bull was suspected to have been revived through an immortal’s methods. 

Even though it was still in an early stage, far from being comparable to the past, compared to normal 

people, it was still extremely formidable. 

The undead knight remained indifferent, remaining calm the entire time. It didn’t reveal any fluctuation 

in mood even after killing a great cultivator, as if it was a dried-up stake. 



However, it still followed Shi Hao. The two quickly left, entering the distant mountain range. 

“Where is that Heavenly Deity Tree?” Shi Hao looked around. There was an ancient tree precisely in this 

region. In his perspective, this tree was even more precious than divine medicines. 

The undead knight didn’t say anything, just following behind Shi Hao. 

However, he felt like this young fellow was a bit unreliable. Just now, didn’t it shout noisily how it 

wanted to kill a group of old foreign monsters? Why did he end up looking for a tree now? 

“We are just checking along the way. If we can bring it away, then it’ll be an unmatched dao fruit!” Shi 

Hao’s saliva was even about to flow out. 

He felt a bit of longing for it. Once he could obtain the four stalks of Heavenly Deity Tree in this world, 

returning it to its legendary form, the four trees into one, it would become a long life immortal medicine 

tree! 

At that time, its value would be unimaginable, becoming a Heavenly Immortal Tree! 

Heavenly Deity Tree’s fruits, once ingested, could immediately raise one to the heavenly deity level, one 

didn’t even need to cultivate. 

If the four trees merged into one, the medicinal effects wouldn’t be as simple as just additive, but rather 

increase explosively. This was a type of transformation, an incredible evolution. 

The fruits of the Heavenly Immortal Tree were rare supreme treasures, not appearing many times from 

past until now. There were legends that said that once it was eaten, one could immediately become a 

true immortal! 

Just what kind of inconceivable power was this? 

Its was precisely because it was too heaven-defying that it was divided into four trees by a mysterious 

wave of power. Of course, there were people who said that this was the result of a great battle, that the 

mother root split into four parts. 

“Hey, old tree, wake up, your brother is over here, help me look for it.” 

Shi Hao had an excited expression on his face. He produced a pot, inside of it a small tree that was 

entirely golden and resplendent, shining like the sun, branches strong. Even though it was short, it 

carried mottled traces of time. 

This Heavenly Deity Tree was obtained during the struggle between the three thousand provinces’ 

young cultivators, brought back from Immortal Ancient Remains. 

The pot’s contents weren’t ordinary, holding All Life Earth. This earth could prevent the decaying of all 

life, produce life. It was rumored that immortal kings were buried in this type of earth following their 

death. 

It was because as long as the remains were still there, after billions of years, by being buried in this 

earth, there is a chance of producing new life. However, at that time, perhaps they would no longer be 

their past selves. 



Of course, there was a chance that they might still be the same person, at the very least, their bodies 

wouldn’t change! 

In short, this earth’s value was astonishingly high, unimaginable. Shi Hao regarded it as priceless 

treasure. 

Back then, the reason why Shi Hao could bring away the Heavenly Deity Tree was precisely because of 

this type of All Life Earth. 

Before the golden Heavenly Deity Tree reacted, fully awakening, the undead knight on the side reacted 

first. It stared at the All Life Earth, an astonishing wave of black mist surging from it. 

Its silver pupils narrowed into two slits, sharp like the edge of a sword. Then, like a ghost, it rushed 

forward with a single step, wishing to seize the All Life Earth. 

“What are you trying to do?” Shi Hao quickly backed up, hugging this pot. He raised the Everlasting 

Sword Core, standing against him, careful and on guard. 

“Burial Earth... you... where did you get it from?” The undead knight said quietly, its voice hoarse, 

transmitting an indistinct will. Conversing with Shi Hao has always been difficult, but fortunately, they 

could understand each other’s intentions. 

Shi Hao was a bit stupefied. Burial Earth? 

He lowered his head to look at the sparkling granules. This was precisely the famous All Life Earth that 

could bury immortal kings. 

He immediately knew that the Burial Earth the other party talked about referred to this most divine and 

perfect All Life Earth. 

This thing can nurture all living things, produce new life. It possesses the life essence energy of the 

primordial era, so how can it be Burial Earth?” Shi Hao asked with doubt. 

“This is one of the legendary, most precious Burial Earths, yet you actually possess some!” The undead 

knight’s pupils flickered with divine radiance. The rotting wings appeared behind him, black mist surging 

out. 

His figure towered in the darkness, even now, Shi Hao never saw its true appearance. 

Shi Hao didn’t want to recklessly use his Heavenly Eyes, fearing that it would reveal a bad reaction. 

He was a bit stunned. The All Life Earth that was used to bury immortal kings actually came from Ancient 

Burial Region? It was a type of exceptional burial earth? 

“Wait!” He felt a headache, immediately thinking of many things. This piece of information was a bit 

shocking, containing too much great karma. 

It was because this meant that Ancient Burial Region was no longer isolated, but rather connected to the 

outside world. 

“Those immortal kings, after exhausting all of their efforts, found some All Life Earth, burying 

themselves inside, this... is because they wish to become undead knights?” 



Shi Hao’s scalp went numb, his mind in a bit of chaos. 

“Impossible! They cannot become undead knights if they are not of my race!” The mysterious creature 

said with an overcast voice as it approached, coldly rejecting his guess. 

“Aren’t you guys dead? Are you really a race?!” Shi Hao widened his eyes with shock. 

The undead knight looked at him coldly, feeling dissatisfaction with this type of disrespectful method of 

address. Its silence told Shi Hao that it wasn’t a dead person in the so-called normal reasoning. 

“Can you calm down for a bit?” Shi Hao waved his hand. After he produced the All Life Earth, a series of 

suspicions appeared, making him feel a bit overwhelmed. 

“Hey, little fella, what did you call me for? Why can this corpse walk? Are you helping him settle some 

remaining grudges or something?” 

After a long time had passed, the old Heavenly Deity Tree spoke up, putting on a frivolous appearance 

like an old rascal. 

Shi Hao snapped back, no longer thinking too much about it. “Your brother is here, can you call it out?” 

Shi Hao told it that there was a Heavenly Deity Tree here, rooted in a hidden place. 

“Wu, I can sense that there is a mother root nearby, a familiar aura. Let me give it a try.” The old tree 

mumbled, its branches and leaves swaying about. Golden radiance surged, a wave of unique aura 

immediately rushing towards the distant mountain ridge. 

Soon afterwards, they saw a tree that wasn’t that tall, but it was extremely brilliant, entirely fiery red, 

leaves like a flying Vermilion Bird, carrying heaven overflowing fiery light. 

The heavenly deity trees were of different color, this one was scarlet red, moreover not as large as he 

had imagined. 

However, its aura wasn’t any bit inferior to the golden one in Shi Hao’s hands. 

Back then, when the golden ancient tree was discovered, the treetop soared into the sky, even taller 

than a mountain peak. Now, it shrunk in size, remaining in the pot, not revealing its true body. 

“Brother, return home, don’t run!” The golden ancient tree shouted. 

It was because when it was discovered by that scarlet red ancient tree, it actually uprooted itself, 

turning around to run, its two roots like feet, running as fast as they could. 

This wasn’t running in a normal reasoning, the mountains, rivers, underground veins all supported it, 

making its speed even more frightening than Earth to Inches. It was too fast, disappearing in the blink of 

an eye. 

In the distance, its voice before it disappeared sounded, saying, “Walking together with that damned 

thing from Burial Earth, there’s no way this old one will be fooled!” 

When Shi Hao heard this, he felt a bit dizzy, feeling like this tree was also a good-for-nothing. They were 

of common origin after all. 



This Heavenly Deity Tree took root in the mountain range adjacent to Ancient Burial Region, clearly 

knowing what an undead knight was. It clearly disliked that type of mysterious creature. 

“Chase after it!” 

The Heavenly Deity Tree in the pot was even more worried than Shi Hao, shouting loudly, even about to 

rush out from the All Life Earth and chase after it itself. 

“Don’t move recklessly, I’ll chase after it!” Shi Hao didn’t dare let it run about randomly. If he couldn’t 

obtain the tree up ahead and also lost this one, then that really would be terrible. 

“Yi, a divine tree, this thing can run? Hurry and stop it!” 

Right at this time, shouting voices sounded from ahead. A group of foreign creatures entered deep into 

the mountains, perfectly stopping that old tree, cutting it off. 

This time, it wasn’t only youngsters who came, but also two elders. They took the risk and entered 

Divine Medicine Mountain Range, taking the lead! 

“Old tree, don’t be scared, I came to save you.” Shi Hao shouted from the back. 

“Huang, it’s actually Huang! He followed it out!” 

“Haha, we were just looking for him, yet he actually came on his own. With Nine Eyes Daoist here, 

capturing him is as easy as a flip of the hand!” Someone said while laughing loudly. 

“Did you come inside to throw away your lives?” Shi Hao asked nonchalantly as he approached. 

Too arrogant! The foreign creatures all laughed coldly, carrying looks of disdain, as well as killing intent. 

They looked at Huang who was rushing out from the forest with the eyes of looking at a dead person. 

“This is fine as well, I’ll kill you all first. I will bury everyone who came this time, give the foreign clans 

backing you who are waiting for good news a nice surprise!” Shi Hao said with a big smile. 

 


